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ABSTRACT 

There exists a significant body of research on the role of narrative in the 

devetopment of children" historical understanding. This research, combined 

with the current emphasis on integration of various subject matter, has caused 

scholars and educators to look closely at the value of using children's literature 

in the social studies curriculum. Children's historical fiction has the potential to 

make history more appealing and meaningful to students, with stories which 

focus on the human and moral aspects of historical issues. 

The focus for this study is the Japanese intsrnment in Nortb America 

during World War I I. The felectior, of this historical episode may be explained 

by its popularity in recent children's historical fiction, the need to educate 

students in British Columbia about a topic of local concern, aqd the potential for 

the issues surrounding the internment to stimulate classroom discussion and 

criticxif analysis. A brief historical summary of the events leading up to the 

internment is provided in chapter two of this study. In addition, examples of 

children's literature focussing on this topic are summarized and critiqued. 

Chapter three examines the value of historical fiction in children's social 

and intellectual development. From a social perspective, stories, unlike 

traditional textbooks, provide emotional and imaginative appeal to children, 

and promote a sense of identity with the past through believable characters and 

compelling plots. From a cognitive perswve ,  many researchers believe that 

historical fiction is more effective than expository text in developing time and 

causation concepts, in enabling chikfren to memorize and recall historical facts, 

and in fostering critical thinking. 

Chapter four explores the need for careful evaluation of children's 

historical fiction. Story components such as setting, plot, characterization and 

iii 



style each pky a rcie in -mining if his9orkai novels and picture bmks 

m a y  the past in an amrate and fair-minde8 manner. Examples from the 

chikfren's literature on the internment iltustrate how teachers and students can 

criticafiy evaluate and judge historid fiction. 

Chapter five concfubes this study by exploring the concerns regarding 

the use of children's literature to teach histczry. Research indicates that children 

respond to history through literature on a highly emotional level and often do 

nut recognize the subjective nature of stories. Teacher mediation is crucial in 

heiping children criticatty examine fidion for accuracy and bias. This study 

provides teachers with recommendations for making critical inquiry and 

analysis an integral part of the classroom environment whenever children's 

fiction is used to exptoie hiSc#[caI topics. 
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Chzpter Oa?e 

OVERVIEW 

tNVR6DUCTfOPI 

Over the past two decades, a significant number of studies have 

considered how to make the teaching and learning of history more stimulating, 

meaningful and effective for young students. Many researchers (Brozo & 

Tomlinson 1986; Cianciofo 1981 ; Downey & Levstik 1988; Lehman & Hayes 

5 985; Levstik 4 986, 1939, 1990, 1392, 1993; Richgeis, Tomiinson & Tunnel 

1983, 1993) have identified children's iiterature (fiction and non-fiction) as a 

valuable tool in enhancing the way we teach history. 

Narrative, as foursd in &ii&en's trade books, is considered by these 

researchers and many other educators as an excellent literary form for 

presenting history to children, superior by far to the traditional history textbooks 

so commonly used in the past. In recent years there has been a proliferation of 

case studies and journal articles focussing on the inherent value of integrating 

children's literature, particularly historical fiction, into the social studies 

curriculum. 

These studies are convincing and encouraging for teachers who enjoy 

using picture books and novels to teach history. However, in their enthusiasm 

for promoting children's literature as an atternative to dry textbooks, most 

researchers (with the exception of Lehman and Hayes and Levstik), have 

neglected to address the importance of critical analysis with regards to 

children's historical fiction. Children's literature, like any piece of historical 

witing, must be read and mibered from a critical point of view fur its abiiity to 

pwtray the past in an unbiased and balanced way. This is particularly true 

when the historical events are complex and the issues surrounding the events 



sensitive in nature. Levsiik (1989, 1990, 1992) in particufar found that upper 

elementary sfwknts dten become so emoticnafly engrossed :n !he histwid 

story told through po~ular novels that they are no longer witling or able to 

question the truth of historical fiction. The danger is that without teacher 

intervention or mediation (tevstik, 1992) students will not become critical 

readers of historical fiction. If children are to develop a mature sense of 

historical judgement through historicat fiction, they need the tools and the 

opportunities to systematically question and evaluate their sources of historical 

"truth", whether that is found in the traditional history textbook or in a particularly 

convincing and moving historical novel. 

Focus of the Studv 

This study will consider the Japanese Canadian/American internment 

during tha Second Worid War both as a model historical period which can be 

?aught to students at the upper intermediate grades, and as a popular theme in 

recent children's trade b k s  (including picture books, novels and non-fiction). 

TMiz are :Me main reasons f a  choosing this particular period cf histmy 

First, the Japanese Canadian internment is a significant part of our 

national and locat 1 past which has been neglected by both history textbooks 

and cuniculum writers for many years. it was not until recently that elementary 

history textbooks began to address this sensitive and awkward episode in our 

history. This author believes tt-rere is a definite need to educate young people 

about this aspect of our local heritage and history which affected so many lives. 

A deep and critical understanding of the events and issues surrounding the 

internmen€ will not only he@ students understand this historical topic, but will 

afso provide tbem with the skills to fairly and critically evaluate other historical 



events an6 to appreciate tfie mmpiexity of both historical and current events 

which mntinue to shape w r  world. 

Second, whiie many history textbooks tend to down play the significance 

of the internmertt, this event has been a popular theme in children's literature 

over the past twentyfive years. Children's books about the internment 

appeared thirty years after tt-re bombing of Pearl Harbour (and the beginning of 

the evacuation on the west coast) with the publication of Yoshiko Uchida's 

Journey to T o w  (1 971 ), and sequel Journey Home (1 978) and S hizuye 

Takashima's A Child in Prison Camp (1971 ). The success of these three books 

may have encouraged other writers to tell the story @f the internment in a variety 

d diffeteni ways. During the 1980s and 1990s many more children's books 

appeared including Behind Ba-d Wire (Davis, 1982), Tt7e Eternal Spring of 

Mr, /to (Garrigue, 1983, Maomi's Road (Kqwa ,  1986), The Journey 

(Hamanaka, 1 990), The Mum Bridge (Savin, 1 992) Basebag Saved Us 

(Mwhizuki, 1993), and I Am An American (Stanley, 1994). The internment 

continues to be a popular theme in children's stories, providing social studies 

teachers and students with a wealth of trade books to explore when dealing 

with this topic. 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the internment of the Japanese in 

Canada and the United States provides a historical topic with enough 

mmpiexity and sensitJvity to warrant considerable debate and in-depth analysis 

within the dassrmm. True to the nature of history, the events which led to the 

internment of so mny Canadian and American citizens invoked many complex 

and oppositrg viewpoints. it is vital that children team to appreciate the 

mplexity of 'the past and avdd considering historical events in clear-cut terms 

af right or wrong, or the historial players in simple terms d good and evil. The 



chtidrert's b k s  examitmi in this study offer a rich learning tool in sodat 

studies, provided they are read and eva!uatd critkatfy by teachers and 

students. 

P u r ~ o s e  of the Sudv 

The p u p s  of this study is threefoid: to outline the rationale for 

integrating children's literature in the social studies curriculum; to provide 

educators with a critical retiew of current children's literature which deals with 

the Japanese Canadian and American internments during World War I t ;  and to 

propose specific recommendations for classroom practice whenever children's 

literature is integrated into the social studies curriculum. 

Procedure 

The first part of the study (Chapter Two) examines the theme of the 

Japanese internment. A brief historical background to this period is provided, 

fotfowed by a detailed and critical examination of current children's literature 

about t& internment. Children's literature reviews from well known journal 

surces, as we!! as the a t t W s  own assessment of the Gmks hire been used 

for evaluation purposes. 

The second part of this study (Chapter Three) includes an overview of 

current educational theories, research and case studies in the areas of social 

studies pedagogy; a discussion of the history and value of narrative as an 

effective learning tool; and a rationale for integrating children's literature into the 

social studies curriculum as a more meaningful way of teaching and learning 

about historical events. Throughout this discussion examples of children's 

literature about the internment (reviewed in Chapter Two) are used to support 

the research. 

Tke third part of the safdy (Chapter Four) takes a more cautionary tone by 



examining certain limitations inherent in children's stories as tools for teaching 

histmy. Readers are provided with a general set of criteria for evaluating 

ct.rikfrenYs historical fiction. f he criteria for evaluation is based on such 

categories as historical aocurac@ setting, plot, characterization and writing 

style, Once again, key examples from the literature on the internment reviewed 

in Chapter Two will be included for clarification and emphasis. As weli, this 

chapter examines key moral issues relating to historical narrative, inciuding the 

subjective nature of fiction and the recent trend toward historical presentism in 

popular representations of historical events. 

In the fiw and final chapter, specific recommendations are outlined far 

the use of historical fiction witbin the classroom, highlighting the importance of 

teaching chiMren to be critical readers who can analyze and critically evaluate 

stork  about historical events. 

!% StPOtfM be notc4d that fhe term 'historical accuracys, as it relates to fiction, must be understood in 
a b m  sense than 'absdute truth'- F m  Wiiters We mrWn liberties 4 t h  h!&or;., Inventing 
characters, scenes and dhbgtm as they create their story. However, resportsible historical fiction 
wrifing must avoid distMtion of h i s t a i d  facts and any creative inventions mud be ptausible and 
remain irwe to ttte spirit of ths past For the purposes of this study, 'accuracy' implies a faithfiilness 
B a h & Q r w f e  



Chapter Two 

THE JAPANESE CANADIAN INTERNMENT 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The internment of some 22,000 Japanese Canadians during World War I I  

has been referred to by one Canadian historian as the "sad story about the vile 

treatment of one group of human beings by another"' (Broadbent, 1992, p. 2). 

Others, including historians, politicians and Japanese Canadian and American 

citizens often refer to the evacuation and deportation as one of the most 

shameful and regrettable events in the history of both Canada and the United 

States. On September 22, 1988, the Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mulronq 

formally apologized to Japanese Canadians in the House of Commons with his 

Redress Settlement speech which began: 

Nearly half a century ago, in the crisis of wartime, the Government of 
Canada wrongfulfy incarcerated, seized the property, and 
disenfranchised thousands of citizens of Japanese ancestry. We cannot 
change the past. But we must, as a nation, have the courage to face up 
to these historical facts. (Ornatsu, 1992, p. 25) 

Along with this tong awaited apology, Japanese Canadians were offered 

financial compensation for the losses they incurred during the war. Similar 

actions were taken by the American government just one month prior to the 

Canadian Redress Settlement. On August 10, 1988, the American Congress 

passed Public Law 100-383 which was followed by an official apology and 

commitment to financial compensation for former Japanese Americans 

internees (Savin, 1 992). 

in order to fully understand this per id in our history, it is necessary to first 

pface the internment in its proper context by examining the political climate sf 

the wdy  part of this century in both Canada and the U.S,, as well as the global 



historical events which preceded the evacuation orders. 

Many historians have argued that the evacuation policy during World 

War II must be viewed in light of the decades of prejudice and racism ';awards 

Japanese immigrants end citizens that existed in both Canada and the United 

States prior to the war 

The uprooting of Japanese Canadians in 1942 was not an isolated act of 
racism, but the culmination of discriminatory attitudes directed towards 
them from the early days of settlement. The war itself offered the 
opportune moment for many powerful politicians, business and labour 
groups, and individuals in B.C., to attack the sociai and economic base of 
the thriving Japanese Canadian comm~nity, under the guise of national 
security. indeed, for many decades before, Japanese Canadians, as well 
as Chinese and lndo-Canadians, had been constantly harassed by many 
racists in B.C. (Miki & Kobayashi, 1391, p. 17) 

Japanese inmigrants settled along the west coast of Canada and the 

U.S. in the late 1800s and early 1900s. Denied the right to enter mainstream 

professions by the governments of the day, many Japanese settlers established 

themselves within the resource industries. They quickly became successful in 

the fishing, lumber and farming industries where they were willing to work long 

hard hours. Their economic success did not go unnoticed by Canadian and 

American Caucasians who began to resent the Japanese compatition. A period 

of anti-Asiatic racism began which would last for many years in both Canada 

and the United States (Adachi, 1976). Riots began in B.C. in the late 1800s and 

reached an ugly climax in 1907 when whites from the Asian Exclusion League 

marched through Japan town in Vancouver, breaking store windows and 

destroying homes (Miki & Kobayashi, 1991). In the US., wide-spread racism 

began with "The Yellow Peril" slogan in the early 1900s which promoted racist 

fantasies about a Japanese invasion of America. Anti-Orientalism gripped the 

nation and led to the profiferation of stereotypes and labels for the Japanese 



such as "heathens" and "Dirty J q " .  As fear and resentment d tt;e Japanese 

immigrants rose, particularly in the cities of Seattle, San Francisco and Los 

Angels, there fotlowed a series of riots, picketing of Japanese businesses, 

appeals for white boycotts and for segregated schools for Asian children (Davis, 

1982). Politicians in both Canada and the U.S. did little to discourage this racist 

hysteria; instead they profited from it by promoting racist policies in their 

campaign speeches (Roy, 1969; Hamanaka, 1990). taws were passed in both 

countries which restricted citizenship and land ownership by persons of 

Japanese descent. Although many second generation (Nisei) Japanese 

Canadians an6 Americans had been born in North America, they were still 

denied the right to vote. 

However, it must be noted that the widespread fear and resentment 

towards the Japanese in North America was also fuelled by more global events, 

and in particular by the aggressive militaristic policies sf Japan herself during 

the 1930s. Horrified North Americans watcher! newsreels of the brutal 

Japanese Army attacks and invasions of South East Asia. In 1931, Japan 

invaded Manchuria and by the following year had begun a large scale 

aggression against China. This aggressive military action caused Japan's 

relations with her neighbouring countries to deteriorate as the decade 

progressed. By 1937, Japan was spending almost 50% of her budget on 

armament and the U.S. in particular saw an increasingly militarized Japan as a 

serious threat to America's own interests in the Pacific (Browne, 1972, p. 104). 

By the end of the decade, Japan occupied almost the whole of China. In 1 941 , 

&er the fall of France by Hitler's armies, the former French territory of Indochina 

felt to the Japanese. The United States and Canada condemned these 

militaristic pdicies and entered into a war of words with Japan. American and 



Japanese diplomats begar; negotiating In Wzshington it? zn effort to relieve 

tension and improve relations between the two countries (p. 104). 

Then, to the shock and disbelief of North Americans, the Japanese Air 

Force bombed the US. Naval base in Pearl Harbour, Hawaii on December 7, 

1941. This surprise attzick destroyed almost all the American ships and planes 

stationed at Pearl Harbour and killed or wounded over 3500 American soldiers 

(Davis, 1982, p. 4). Within hours, Japan staged a series of invasions on other 

American, French and British bases in Malaya, Thailand, Guam, Hong Kong, 

Singapore, and the Phiiippires. Within weeks Japan had almost full military 

control of Asia. 

Ort December 8, 1941, just one bay after the attack on Pearl iiarbour, 

President Franklin D. Rwsevelt officially declared war on Imperialist Japan. A 

surge of patriotism followed in the US.; Americans were anxious to sign up to 

fight against the Japanese. There was also an explosion of hatred in Canada 

and the U.S. against all things Japanese and a renewed surge of racism 

against Japanese Canadians and Americans. Rumours spread quickly in this 

atmosphere of fear and hysteria. Stories of supposed Japanese spies living 

along the west coast worsened the situation. People began to look suspiciously 

at the Japanese Canadian fishermen and farmers (some of whom were second 

or third generation Canadians) as potential saboteurs and spies working in 

favour of the Japanese forces. Japanese communities in both countries, 

anxious to prove their loyalty, condemned the attacks, burned ties with their 

ancestral homeland and volunteered in the war effort. Their efforts, however, 

were largely ignored by most Canadian and American politicians who, driven 

by wartime fear and hysteria, began calling for the removal and internment of 

any "enemy aliensn who might pose a threat to national security (Adachi, 1976; 



Miki & KcSayashi, 1991). 

In the United States F.8.1 agents began rounding up prominent members 

of the Japanese communities within hours of the Pearl Harbour attack. By the 

evening of December 7, 1941 over 700 Japanese "atiens" had been arrested 

and within four days that number rose to 1,370 (Davis, 1982, p. 8). Anyone of 

Japanese descent with economic or political connections to Japan was 

considered dangerous and liable for arrest. 

By February of 1942 the American government was conducting spot 

raids on Japanese homes, had declared certain coastal areas to be restricted 

areas where the Japanese were forbidden to enter and had imposed curfews 

on Japanese citizens. However, anti-Japanese feelings were by now in full 

swing and the pubfic and key politicians clamounrd for even greater security 

measures. On February 19, 1942 President Rooseveft signed Executive Order 

No. 9066 which officially gave the War Department the authority to enforce 

evacuation orders against Japanese Americans. The fate of over 120, 000 

Americans of Japanese descent was sealed and the Relocation program had 

begun (p. 37). 

in Canada sirniiar security measures were taken by the government 

against the Japanese. By early 1942, fishing boats were impounded, 

newspapers closed down and any suspicious items (cars, cameras, radios, 

firearms, etc.) were confiscated in searches by the R.C. M. P. Curfews and 

restricted areas were established for the Japanese in the same way they were 

in the US. On January 14, 1942 the Cznadian government passed Order in 

Councit PC 365 vlvhich removed ail male "enemy aliens" from designated 

protected areas and moved them to road camps near Jasper Alberta (Miki & 

Kobayashi. 1991, p. 22). In February, after passing Order in Council PC 1486, 

10 



the Canadian government invoked the War Measures Act which effectively 

stripped the Japanese of tki; Canadan =irihrighi (officiaiiy iakiiing them as 

"Enemy Aliens") and initiated a series of actions against them including 

expulsion from protected areas (within 100 miles of the B.C. coast), seizure and 

sale of property and finally internment or exile back to Japan. In some cases, 

Japanese families were given as little as twenty four hours to vacate their 

houses (p. 25). 

In both Canada and the United States, the Japanese were initially 

removed from their homes and sent to temporary centres at fairgrounds, 

racetracks, parks and other large, unused spaces. Horse stalls, makeshift 

shacks and old livestock buildings were used as temporary housing. In 

Vancouver, Hastings Park was used as the clearing site until arrangements 

could be made to move the Japanese to more permanent camps. The 

conditions in these temporary holding grounds were deplorable. In the U.S. the 

camps were surrounded by barbed wire and patrolled by armed military police. 

The Japanese Ameficans ireat& like prisoners of war in these 

overcrowded "Assembly Centres" (Davis, 1982). tn Canada, while the 

temporary centres were not as heavily patrolled by the military, the Japanese 

Canadians suffered the same indignities as their neighbours in the States; the 

centres were overcrowded and the lack of privacy, food and sanitation made 

living conditions primitive (Adachi, 1 976). 

Meanwhile, both countries were busy making arrangements to prepare 

permanent internment camps for the Japanese. By the summer of 1942, the 

Japanese Americans were transported by train or bus to ten relocation camps in 

the states of Arizona, California, Wyoming, Idaho, Utah, Colorado and 

Arkansas. Although these sites were euphemistically called "wartime 



communities", they were privately referred to as concentration or internment 

camps. The camps were heavily patrolled with barbed wire fences and full time 

watch tower guards under orders to shoot any person who tried to escape. The 

American permanent camps, located in desolate areas with severe climates, 

were not much more comfortable than the temporary centres had been. 

Overcrowded army barracks and giant mess halls provided Japanese families 

with little in the way of privacy or even the most basic of comforts (Davis, 1982). 

In Canada, the Japanese internment centres were set up in small ghost 

towns (former Gold Rush sites) in the interior of B.C. While these relocation 

centres were more like small communities than the prison camps set up in the 

U.S., the living conditions within the camps were just as overcrowded and 

lacking in basic sanitation, especially during the first few months as the B.C. 

Security Commission scrambled to complete the busing centres. While the 

Japanese Canadian internment experience was in some ways less of a prison 

sentence than that of the Japanese Americans, the Japanese in Canada 

suffered perhaps greater financial and personal loss than the American 

internees. The land and personal property of Japanese Canadians had been 

seized by the government without any financiai compensation. As well, the 

Japanese Canadians were forced to pay for their own internment and, in some 

cases, families were separated during the incarceration. In the U.S. the 

-Japanese kept the proceeds f r ~ m  the sale of their own property, had food and 

housing provided in the camps and were incarcerated in family groups (Mlki & 

Kobayashi, 1991, p. 51). 

When the war ended Ir! 1945, the camps in both countries were closed. 

Not one Canadian or American of Japanese descent was ever convicted of a 

war crime. The Japanese Americans were free to return to their homes akmg 



the west coast. Most reestablished their communities and businesses. In 

Canada, however, the injustice towards the Japanese did not end so quickly. 

Instead of allowing the internees to return to their homes, the policies of 

"dispersal" and "repatriationn were put into effect. Japanese Canadians were 

no longer welcome to move back to their former communities on the coast; 

instead they were given the choice of either relocating east of the Rockies or 

being deported to Japan. Most Japmese Canadians decided to stay in 

Canada and rebuild their lives in cities out east, despite the humiliation of the 

internment camps. It was not until 1949 that Japanese Canadians were 

permitted to retxrr: to the west mast (p. 43). 

THE JAPANESE INTERNMENT IN CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 

Many authors and historians have noted the silence that prevailed within 

the Japanese communities in the decades following the internment. Most 

Japanese Canadians and Americans rarely spoke of their experiences in the 

camps and accepted their shame in silence. It was not until the 1970s that the 

Japanese in both Canada and the United States began to speak out about the 

injustice inflicted upon them during the war and demand not only formal 

apologies, but also financial compensation. Committees for redress were 

formed and a decade of struggle followed, during which time hearings were 

held, personal and often shocking testimonies were heard, and key politicians 

in both countries were lobbied. It was not until the late 1980s that the demands 

made by Japanese Americans and Canadians were met. 

It may also be argued that a certain silence existed regarding the 

internment in other domains, particuiarSy in education. In the years following the 

war, the forced evacuation, suffering and personal losses of so many Japanese 

Amerians and Canadians were mentioned only briefly in history text books and 



the theme did not appear at all in children's fiterature. However, the redress 

movement in both countries wuid break that siience and mark the beginning of 

a number of historicai novefs, picture books, autobiographies and non-fiction 

books for children which explored this sensitive and dramatic period in our 

history. 

The following pages contain a brief summary and review of the children's 

books used in this study. The summaries and critiques serve as points of 

reference for the more in-depth discussions regarding the value of narrative 

(Chapter Three) and the criteria for selection of historical fiction (Chapter Four), 

These picture books, novels and non-fiction trade books were recommended to 

the author by educators, librarians and children's literature critics. The books 

were selected primarily on the basis of their relevance to the historical topic; 

they deal directly with the issue of the Japanese internment in Canada or the 

United States during World War II. These books were also chosen for their 

accessibility to teachers in British Columbia; while some titles may not be 

available in every school library, all are accessible through public libraries 

andlor children's bmk stores. All of the books are appropriate, in terms of 

reading and interest levels, for use with upper elementary students. 

The books have been divided into three categories of American Fiction, 

Canadian Fiction and Non-Fiction Books for Children, and are listed in 

chrono!ogicaf order within each category. The emphasis will be on the first two 

categories; non-ficTion titles and brief reviews are included only as suggested 

supplementary resource materials during a unit on the internment. 

American Fiction 

Journey to Topaz (Yoshiko Uchida) 

In 1971, exactly 30 years after the bombing of Pearl Harbour, Yoshikr, 



Ucttida published this semi-autobiographical novel fully entitled Journey to 

Topaz: A Stmy of the Japanese American Evacuation. This was the first 

children's book about the Japanese internment to appear in the United States. 

The story of the Sakane family, told through the eyes of 1 I -year-old Yuki, is 

b a d  on the author's personal experiences as a young child during the war. 

The story begins in Berkley, California in December, 1941. The Sakane 

family listens with shwk and horror to the news bulletin announcing the 

bombing of Pearl Harbour on the radio. Tney begin to worry about how this 

horrible attack will affect them. Within hours, the F.B.1. appear at the Sakane 

Mrne $0 conduct a search. yrlk!'~ father; who works f ~ r  a Japanese firm, is 

escorted away and held in a prisoner-of war-camp in San Francisco. After a 

dismal Christmas without their father, the family learns they will soon be 

evacuated away from the west coast along with all other Japanese Americans. 

Within months, the Sakanes must sell most of their personal belongings and 

prepare timnselves to leave their home and friends. In April of 1942 Yuki, her 

mother and 18-year-old brother Ken are herded off to a temporary assembly 

centre at Tanforan Racetrack to be housed in a crowded horse stall and 

surrounded by barbed wire and guarded watch towers. After a few months the 

family is once again uprooted and transported to a more permanent camp at the 

Relocation Centre in Topaz, Utah. The Sakanes eventually adapt to tife in the 

camps, despite the harsh desert climate, overcrowded conditions and threat of 

disease. Yuki makes new friends, attends school and is finally reunited with her 

father. The story ends when the famjiy is granted special permission to ieave 

t f k  camp art mcm to Salt Wiie City. 

Journey To Topaz was well reoeived by critics in the earty 1970s, 

pirnslriiy because of the ' r M n e s s  and intimacy with which Uchida wrote this 



tale of her own childhood. One critic wrote, "The impact of the story probably 

derives its force from the actually remembered experiences of the author and 

her family" (Horn b k ,  1 971, p. 61 5). Yet the story itseff, based on what must 

have k e n  for Uchida very painful 30-year-old memories, is told with 

remarkable fairness to ati peopfe lnvo!ved. No attempt is made by the author to 

simplify the events, or to portray history in a biased manner with stereotyped 

cPiracters. In fact, Uchi?a consistently counter-balances the racism and anger 

of some California residents with the generosity and kindness of many other 

white Americans. The Japanese American characters are particularly 

beiievable as they struggle between feelings of bitterness and resentment 

towards the American government who has betrayed them, and a solemn 

desire to prove their loyalty to the United States. 

Journey Home (Yoshiko Uchida) 

Published in 1978, this sequel to Journey to Topar continues the story of 

the Sakane family after their departure from the internment camp. They are 

living in a boarding house in Salt Lake Ci, waiting for an end to the war, the 

return of Yuki's brother Ken, and permission to return to California. The U.S. 

Army finally revokes the Exclusion Order against the Japanese on the west 

coast. The family returns to Berkiey and is sponsored by the hostel set up in 

their former Anglican church. 

The return home is a painful one for Yuki and her famity who, like their 

Japanese friends, continue to be victims of racism and h a m  even after the end 

of the war. Old Japanese tern-, churches and gardens have been 

vanditiizeci. Japanese businesses, sold in haste More  the internment, are now 

too expensive b buy back. Racist corn- towards the '3aps'j afe aii 

common utterances. -Owe are no jobs or houses available to "enemy aliens" 



retwniq from camps, so the Sakanes decide to pool their resources with 

friends from Topzz in order to open up a smaii grocery. Fire caused by 

arsonists almost destroys the store one night; however, with the help of kindly 

neighburs, the Sakanes manage to maintain both their business and their 

hwe for a biighter future in America. 

Like her first novel, Uchida's Journey Home lacks any of the bitterness or 

resentme,% one might expect from such painful childhood memories. The 

author has once again endeavoured to write a story in which both Caucasian 

and Japanese Americans are fairly and reafistically portrayed. The kindness to 

Yuki's family extended by the OIssens next door is particularly significant when 

one learns that their only son was k i lM  by the Japanese. Uchida is also 

carefuf not to portray all the Japanese characters in the story as flawless; 

throqh €he character of Uncle Oka the reader recognizes that feelings of 

prejudice and resentment were also harboured by the Japanese towards the 

whim, particularly in post-war America. Throughout the story, however, the 

emphasis is on unaerstanding and acceptance rather than hatred or bitterness. 

This is essentially a story abuut forgiveness and hope for a better future3 

The Meonbridge f Marcia Savin) 

This historical novel, published in 1992, appeared some ten years after 

the publication of Journey Home and, iike the earlier novel, the events take 

place in Gafifoinia. Moon Br@e differs from Uchidas novel, however, because 

3 Yoshtkir Uch#la also wrote an W m r a p h y  in t 982 enW!ed Desd Exile: The Uprooting of a 
d a p a m s e ~ ~ n  fan* This book ctsronides, in a much more detaiied manner, the events 
porn* m her two Wter works of fiction. 8ecause Desert Exije was written for an adult 
awkme, @ wft not be rncttfcfed in the discussions which follow in the next two chapters of this 
SWy However, teachers should be aware of this book as a potential resource for the classroom 
when @mw@ a umt on the irrtemnenl or when reading either of Uchida's historical novels for 
c).rt@fen 



it is toki from the point of view of Ruthie, a Caucasian girl, who experiences 

personal loss when her best friend Mitzi must move away and live in an 

internment camp. 

The first part of the novel explores the friendship which develops 

between Ruthie and Mitzi. It is 1941 in San Francisco and, following the 

bombing of Pearl Harbour, many of the children in Ruthie's school are angry 

and resentful of the Japanese. Mitzi Fujirnoto suffers taunts, threats and 

Isolation from the other students in her new school. Even Ruthie's beloved 

teacher Miss Lewis seems to hate the Japanese. Only Ruthie is willing to 

befriend this small Japanese American girl. The two eventually become close 

friends. 

As the violence and threats against the Japanese in Japan town 

increase, and rumours of evacuation spread, Mitzi's family must begin to make 

preparations to leave California. Without warning, Ruthie's best friend is 

suddenly gone, taken away to a temporary camp at Tanforan Race Track. The 

two girls write frequently at first, but then all correspondence is cut off when 

Mitzi's family is taken to a more permanent internment camp in Arkansas. 

Ruthie wonders if she will ever see her best friend again. Years pass and 

Ruthie faithfully continues to write letters to her Japanese friend, even though 

they can never be mailed to her. When the war ends, Ruthie finally receives a 

letter from Mitzi and the two arrange to meet at the moon bridge in the old 

Japanese Gardens. Both girls have changed significantly after four years of 

adutescence, but the bond between them still remains. 

There are frequent period referems throughout Moonbridge to the 

Mstoricai ewm and ism surrwnding the war and the internment and the 

author has attempted to recreate, with as much detail and accuracy as possible, 



a ieafisfic picture oi wartime San Francisco. Unfortunately, Savin spends too 

much time at the kginning of the novel on tedious passages about common 

school yard occurrences, including the manipulation and cruelty of Ruthie's little 

friends towards the new Japanese student. Most of the characters in the story 

appear rather flat: the children, with the exception of Ruthie, are unbelievably 

heartless and Ruthie's and Mitzi's parents seem more like banal stereotypes 

than real people. Even though Savin attempts to create a balance between 

racist and non-racist whites through the characters of bliss Lewis and Miss 

OIConnor, their opposing attitudes towards the Japanese and the speeches 

they deliver to the class seem a little too deliberate. Even the characterization 

of Ruthie and Mitii nas been criticized by some. In the Kirkus Review one critic 

wrote: "the two girls are little more than types (the good, understanding 

American; the bewildered victim of malicious government policy) while their 

friendship seems contrived to depict the casualties of the home front; the 

sentimentality never blossoms into genuine emotion" (Kirkus Review, 1992, p. 

I 260). Moonbridge lacks both the emotional impact and the h!storical 

significance of Uchida's earlier novels. 

Baseball Saved Us (Ken Mochizuki) 

In this beautifully illustrated 2ictut-e book published in 1993, Mochizuki 

tetls the story of a young boy's family living in a Japanese internment camp 

during Worid War 11. The story is told in the first person narrative, from the point 

of view of Shorty, a small boy who describes, with simplicity and child-like 

innocence, the series of events that forced his family to leave their home in 

Glifornia, as well as life in the camp that "wasn't anything like home". 

The story, inspired by actual events, highlights the building of a baseball 

fefd in camp to provide recreation and a sense of purpose to the Japanese 



families interned. Everyone in the camp contributes to the project. The grown- 

ups and chifdren work twethe; trs biiitd it-& field and bieachers. Bats, balis and 

gloves arrive from friends back t'tome, and the mothers in the camp even make 

uniforms from old mattress covers. Soon the field is sady and there are 

basebafl games all the time. Shorty practises hexi, but he isn't that good. The 

other kids tease him and Shorty even senses that the guard in the watch tower 

is taunting him. Finally, in the iast championship game of the year, Shorty 

musters up all his inner strength and determination and proves his ability to 

everyone by hitting the winning home run. 

Back home in California, after the war, Shorty faces discrimination of 

another kind. Children in school won't talk or eat lunch with him, and on the 

baseball field he must not only prove his competence, but ignore the racist jeers 

from the spectators. The end of the story leaves the reader with the feeling that 

Shorty wifi evenlr-raily overcome all of these obstacles and in the process will 

have gained dignity and respect for himself. 

This picture book is sure to appeal to upper elementary readers. The 

story is simple and yet the messages about racism, discrimination and courage 

are dear and effective. The themes of injustice and proving oneself will be 

easily grasped and appreciated by students. Furthermore, the book is faithful to 

the history of the internment and detailed enough to serve as an interesting 

wrnpfement to the novels and non-fiction resources available for older grades. 

Phe Bracelet (Yoshiko Uchida) 

fn 1993, Uchida draws once again on her own childhad experiences to 

create a story, this the in picture bmic f m ,  about separation, friendship and 

the power and importance of memories. Uchida's text is brought to life even 

more vividly for young readers by Joanna Yardley's gentle waterwlou 
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paintings; each illustration captures the mood and emotions of the story as it 

progresses from Emi's empty house on the coast to the dismal, horse stalls and 

barren landscape at Tanforan Race Tracks. 

This story is similar to the one told in Uchida's Journey to Topazexcept 

that historical details have been simplified. Erni (based on the character of 

Yuki's friend in the earlier novels) is a young girl whose family is forced to leave 

their home in Berkeley because of the war against Japan. Emi's father is sent 

to a prisoner-of-war camp in Montana, while the rest of the family is shipped off 

to Tanforan to await removal to a more permanent camp in the desert. Just 

before Erni leaves the empty house, her best friend Laurie Madison gives her a 

beautiful gold bracelet as a going away gift. €mi is touched by the gift, but 

saddened by the realization that she may never see Laurie again. 

When the family must finally leave their home, Erni feels lonely and 

abandoned. The detention centre is crowded and frightening, with "soldiers 

carrying guns and bayonets standing at every doorway". Erni and her family 

are sent to Tanforan where they are assigned to a dark, dirty army barrack as a 

temporary home. As the family attempts to clean up their tiving quarters, Erni 

discovers she has lost her beloved bracelet. Even with the help of her sister 

and mother, Erni cannot find it anywhere. Heartbroken, Erni feels she has lost 

the one special object that will help her remember her best friend. But as Erni 

begins to unpack her sujtcases the next day, she realizes that memories of 

Laurie are saved forever in her mind and can be recalied at any time. Erni 

fearns that one doesn't need ph~tos or momentos to remember special people 

and @aces; memories are kept safe!y In the heart. 

While the emphasis in this picture book is clearly on the message of 

frienctsMp and love suwiving hardships web as separation, Uchida explores 



the pofiticai and historical events of the war and the internment thrwghout the 

story. f he dismal setting and bittersweet story of loneliness and shame is 

cie%iiy established by Uchida's text, and further enhanced by the strmbre tones 

used in Yardley's iltustrations. The last page of the book features an "Afterword 

by the author which describes, in simple terms, the events leading up to and 

following the 1942 internment. f his afterword includes an explanation of the 

official aplogii and synbtic restitution to Japanese Americans made by tPle 

U.S. government in the 1980s. Clearly, the evacuation and internment are still 

deeply rooted memories for Uchida, and the historical facts surrounding those 

after Journey to Topar. 

Like Mochizuki's Baseball Saved Us, Uchida's picture book is ideal 

t-tistorical fiction for providing a complementary illustrated story when one or 

both of Uchida's novels (or any of the other novels on the internment) is read 

with older students. The historical events concerning the internment camps will 

need some further explanation, but the underlying themes of tosing friends, 

moving away and ioneliness are familiar ones to children of all ages. Children 

will enjoy and perhaps even identify in some way with Emi's story. 

Canadian Fiction 

A Child In Prfson Camp (Shizuye Takashlma) 

Like Yoshiko Uchida, Takashima based her novel on her own childhood 

experiences during Worid War 11. Published in 1971, A Child in Prison Camp is 

witten in the first petsun narrative, from the point of view of a child living 

through the events. The autbw chose to write the novel in ths present tense 

and in a styk that is both poetic and autobiographical. 

The novel begins with the sudden evacuation in March 1942. The 



Takashim farniiy, iike so many other Japanese Canadians !iving in B.C. during 

the war, are sent away to an internment camp in the interior. Though the camp 

has no barbed wire or guarded watch towers, the conditions for Japanese 

Canadian internees are deplorable. There is no electricity, no running water 

and no privacy for families who must live in cramped conditions. The novel 

chronicles the tbree years the Takashima family spent in New Denver. The 

author shares not only the painful memories (racism, war and the frustration and 

anger of some Japanese Canadians), but also the many small pleasures 

Shichan (Shiruye) experienced as a child (the natural beauty of the Kootenay 

area, hot chocolate on a cold winter night, and special Christmas festivities). 

A Child in Prisan Camp is beautifully written in simple, child-iike prose. 

The images of life in the camp are very clearly described and characters are 

well developed. Shichn's father is particularly believable as he struggles to 

overcome his own anger at the Canadian government who has betrayed him. 

There are painful fam!!y argumen?s and divided loyaities; Shichan's father 

wants to return to Japan, but her mother and sister refuse to leave Canada. 

Details of life in the camp are historically accurate and the author takes 

great measures to include specific dates and important historical events. 

However, A Chjtd in Prison Camp is more of a memoir written in poetic form 

than a historical novel which would appeal to elementary school children. The 

text, while beautiful and moving, is a somewhat disjointed series of chjldhood 

images. The novel lacks a strong, linear plot line which is so appealing to 

young readers. Sarah Ellis, writing for The Hornbook Magazine, claimed that 

Takashima's novel presented "a problem in audiencen since, it had "none of the 

surface familiartty of time and place that such "middle-aged" children so often 

find rtecessary" ( ~ ~ , 1 9 8 4 ,  p. 379). A Child in Prison Camp is a 



wonderiul read and the watermiour iiiustratisns are delighthi, but without 

strong encouragement and teacher intervention, it is unlikely that children on 

their own would appreciate Takashima's childhood recollections or really grasp 

the historical context in which the novel was written. 

Naomi's Road (Joy Kogawa) 

In 1981 Kogawa wrote Obasan, an adult novel based on her own 

childhood experiences as a Japanese Canadian interned during the war. 

Naomi's Road, published in 1986 and written specifically for children, is a 

simplified version of the story told in Obasan. 

The book begins with a letter from the author to the children about to read 

the story. In the letter Kogawa expfains, in very simple terms, the events leading 

to the internment of Japanese Canadians during World War 11. The rest of the 

story is told in the first person narrative by the child Naomi herself. 

The story begins with happy, childhood memories of life in Vancouver 

where five year old Naomi lives with her mother, father and brother Stephen. 

One day Naomi's mother must leave for Japan to care for a sick grandmother 

and an aunt (Obasan) comes to live with the family. Naomi tries to understand 

her mother's absence and her father's explanations of "war", but she is 

confused by the sudden changes affecting her life. Stephen is beaten up by 

classmates, there are "black-outs" and then Naomi's father mysteriously leaves 

the family as well. 

Eventually, Obasan and the children leave on a "hoiiday" by train to the 

interior of B.C. When they arrive in Slocan, Naomi realizes that the old, dusty 

house in the middle of the wuods with its narrow bunks and dead insects is her 

new home. The story continues with a series of adventures and descriptions of 

Me in the camp. Naorni attends school, fights with Stephen against racism and 



discrimination, makes friends and gradually grows accustomed to her new life. 

' n l k ~  VY, ,~ii the war ends, the faml!y moves to a farm in Granton, a!berta. Naorni 

continues to wait for her mother and father to return. 

Naomi's Road is similar to A Child in Prison Camp in that it is told from 

the point of view of a young girl, using the first person narrative and the present 

tense to create the true voice of a child who is living the events, but who has a 

limited understanding of their meaning. Naomi's Road differs from the earlier 

novel, however, in its use of a very simple, linear narrative, rather than the 

lyrical, poetic style and disjointed images used by Takashima. For this reason, 

children will likely be able to better understand and appreciate the story told in 

Naomi's Road, even if the historical context and Kogawa's sometimes 

sophisticated symbolism are somewhat unclear. 

The Eternal Sgring of Mr. fto (Sheila Garrigue)4 

This is the story of a young English girl named Sarah who is sent to live 

with her Aunt Jean and Uncle Duncan in Vancouver during the Second World 

*War. She befriends the family gardener Mi. lio, who teaches her about the 

Japanese culture and particularly the graceful art of bonsai growing. When the 

Japanese bomb Pearl Harbour and Hong Kong in December 1941, Sarah's 

world changes abruptly. Her cousin Mary's fiance is killed by the Japanese and 

Sarah's family become bitter. Gentle Mr. Ito is fired from his position and Uncle 

Duncan, in a fit of rage, destroys almost the whole collection of beautiful bonsai 

trees, severing forever his ties with the friend and former soldier who once 

saved his life. Sarah, however, is determined to maintain a relationship with Mr. 

Ito and his family and even risks a trip to Japan town where violence and 

4 Sheila Ganigua is an American author, but her novel has been included in the Canadian Fiction 
se&m 01 &is &msfzo,7 because Me story takes @ace in V m u v e r  and fmsses exclusively 
on the Japanese Canadian internment. 
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vandalism against the Japanese Canadians have become comrnonplacg. 

It is not long before the Canadian government reacts to Pearl Harbour by 

confiscating Japanese Canadian property and sending all families of Japanese 

Canadian ancestry to internment camps in the interior of B.C. Mr. Ito's family is 

sent to Slocan, but Mr. Ito himself decides to await death in a cave near Jericho 

Beach. There he teaches Sarah about the importance of understanding, 

spirituality and hope in a world torn apart by war. 

This is a beautiful story and well written as a historical novef. While some 

of the minor characters seem a little flat (i.e., Uncle Duncan), the characters of 

Sarah and Mr. Ito are particularly well devetoped and believable. Garrigue has 

written a novel which is not only faithful to the historical events and the 1940s 

Vancouver setting, she has also endeavoured to present her readers with a fair 

and unbiased interpretation of the events. Young readers may sympathize with 

Mr. Ito and his family because they are such beloved characters, but the pain of 

Uncle Duncan's family, and other white Canadians who suffer personal loss 

during the war, is no less poignant. 

Non-Fiction Books for Children 

Although this study looks primarily at historical fiction and its role in 

teaching children about the past, the following three non-fiction books on the 

internment are included in this section because of their narrative style texts, 

authentic documentation (photos, newspaper articles, political documents) and 

outstanding illustrations. These books offer both teachers and students 

supplemental resource material of a quality and appeal to children not found in 

traditional textbooks. 

Behind Barbed Wlre (Daniel S. Davis) 

This non-fiction book, published in 1982, is written in narrative style with 



a young audiefice in mind. kithough there is no plot line, Davis brings historical 

fa* to !ife with exciting, dramatic descriptions of the events thai ied to the 

internment of 120,000 Japanese Americans during the war. The text is carefully 

researched, dear, detailed and interesting to read. Newspaper accounts and 

military and political documents are included. In addition, Davis has enhanced 

his text with beautiful black and white photographs from the National Archives in 

order to illustrate, in a very authentic way, the every day hardships for Japanese 

Americans in the Internment amps. 

Behind Barbed Wire was well received by the critics in the 1980s. They 

applauded the sensitivity with which Davis wrote his text, as well as the clarity 

and precision of his writing. It should be noted, however, that Davis's treatment 

of this aspect of history is clearly sympathetic towards the Japanese Americans. 

Teachers using the book should make students aware of this position or bias 

and strive to find other resources to present the topic from other angles. (More 

discussion on this issue will be included in the final chapter of this study.) 

The Journey (Sheila Hamiinakaj 

In this beautifully illustrated picture book published in 1990, artist 

Hamanaka has enhanced her text with reproductions of the panels included in 

her original, twenty-five foot mural. The painted mural, created over a period of 

seven years, tells the dramatic story sf her own family and other Japanese 

Americans who were evacuated during the Second WoM War. The book is a 

progression of images which narrate the history of discrimination against the 

Japanese, the internment and finally the postwar claims for redress. The 

painted images are powerful and clearly sympathetic to the suffering and 

humiliation experienced by the Japanese during the war. The text includes not 

only a factual narrative explaining the war and the events leading the 



internment, but also personal anecdotes from Hamanaka's own family 

experiences. 

Some critics have applauded Hamanaka for her "well researched and 

uncompromising text" (Horn Book,1990, p. 349), while others have criticized the 

overwhelming bitterness and bias apparent in the text and images. Hamanaka 

attacks the media, the police, the military, several prominent politicians and all 

white Americans who perpetrated the anger and racism towards Japanese 

immigrants and citizens before, during and after the war. One critic from the 

Centre for Children's Books Bulletin had this to say about The Journey "The 

text is a relentless condemnation, unfortunately weakened by undocumented 

controversial statements . . . overstatement . . . and unexplained references." 

Not only did this critic find fault with the historical accuracy of Hamanaka's book, 

the reviewer condemned the strong moralizing tone in the text and illustrations 

of The Journey. "Like much overtly political art, the artist's mural . . . and the 

book it inspired are deliberately didactic. While the scenes depicted should net 

be forgotten, this largely lacks the individual vision that truly leads a 

readerheviewer to informed empathy . . . " (Centre for Children's Books, 1990, p. 

1 62). 

Clearly, this book makes a decisive statement about a politically sensitive 

episode in American (and Canadian) history. However, despite the bias and 

the didactic tone apparent in The Journey, Hamanaka's book should be 

included as a striking, personai and visually powerful resource supplement 

when exploring the history of the internment. Children may be shocked by the 

gruesome pictures and strong text, but they will not close the book without being 

in some way affected by this period in history. Once again teacher mediation is 

necessary in order to k i p  children read this book critically and ~ b l 8 l O p  their 



own informed opinions. 

I Am An American (Jerry Stanley) 

This W ,  pubfished in 1994, Is the most remnt children's trade bodc on 

the Japanese internment. Jerry Stanley's text is written in a straightforward, 

simple style and enhanced wim authentic black and white photographs. This 

nun-fiction t m k  takes a narrative approach in retelling the history of the 

internment by featuring on the true story of Shiro Nomura, a Japanese 

American high shoof student whose family was interned during the war. The 

book chronicles Nomura's life from his childhood in San Francisco, to the 

internment camp at Mitnzanar, a labour farm in Montana and back to California 

where, after ih8 iiiiai ended, PWnilm edentwlly marrid and s W W  a DamUy. 

The story of Shim Nomwa is of course accompanied by a factual account of the 

important historical events that marked the years between 1941 and 1945. 

The title of the book is significant since it echoes the central and recurring 

theme of the book; Nomura and others were Americans not J; mnese, despite 

the fact that their loyalty to the United States was doubted during me war and 

they were associated too closely with their Japanese ancestors. Stanley is 

undoubtedly sympathetic to the pfight of Nomura and other Japanese 

Americans interned during the war, arcl particularly critical of the racism that 

afflicted the west coast af the United States. Throughout the book, the hateful 

words of several whites, prejuked against the "Japsn Ware, during and after 

the war, is pow8rfulty illustrated by the persona! stories of several Japanese 

Americam. 



fiks other exampk of fiction and non-fiction material, this b k  illustratgs the 

difficuity of remaining unbiased and objective where sensitive historial !ss~es 

are concerned. 

The children's fiterature discussed in this chapter offers a rich variety of 

themes to explore within the classroom. Reading these stories about the 

Japanese internment will undmtedly generate discussions on issues such as 

racism, prejudice, discriminatim, immigration, family separation, friendship, 

survival, community spirit and courage. These historical fiction books also 

deserve consideration by educators as interesting and valuable social studies 

resource materids. Recent research in narrative has provided an argument for 

using historical fiction as a complement to traditional textbooks. The next 

chapter examines the rde and value of story itself, and specrfically the value of 

narrative in teaching history to young people. 



Chapter Three 

THE VALUE OF NARRATIVE fhi THE HISTORY CURRICULUM 

ONTRODUCTtON 

The reatm of chitdren's literature has benefited from significant 

devefopnent in the 20th century. From the classics of the Victorian Age, to the 

Age of Realism during the I%Us, literature specifically for children has been 

published at an incredible rate, particularly when one compares the numbers of 

ctstidren's s k s  on the market today with the scarcity of children's fiction 

avaitabte prior to the 1900s (Egoff & Saltman, 1990). Today the variety of 

subject matter, style and presentation of books for children is remarkable. One 

trend in chiidren's literature which seems not only to have endured the test of 

the, but aiso grown in mularity as a genre with both children and educators is 

historical fiction. Authors like Geoffrey Trease, Rosemary Sutcliff and Leon 

Garfield wrote historid novels fur &Wren during the first half of this century. 

Their stories of the Vikings, ancient Britain and 18th century London became 

dassics in children's literatwe and paved the way for today's chi!drenys authors 

to sxplore a variety d historical themes in iiterature (Egoff & Saltman, 1990). 

Over ttre past few pars, children's authors have taken advantage of a changing 

social dimate and increased intellectual freedom in chitdren's publishing by 

&wing new perspectives m -in historical periods (Tunnel, 1993). A 

number of historical books for children which have appeared in the last two 

decades expiore issues such as the American civil war and the ernariipation 

crf tf7e Black slaves, Apartheid in Sou!h Africa, and the two world wars (Tunnel 

8 Htt&son, 1993). 

Paratie! to this g r m  af variety and richness in children's Iierature, has 

been an increased awareness and understanding in the fiefd of education of 



the value of narrative itself- Eager to expose their students to stories, many 

dtrca:iji~ fit1 their e-iasroorns with children's books, read aloud daily, share 

stories and encourage children to become avid readers themselves, to develop 

an appreciation for story and for the crafts of story telling and writing. Until 

recently, this phenomenon had been limited t~ the language arts curriculum. 

Specific blocks of time were allotted to language deve!opment and it was during 

those periods that stories were read, shared and written by teachers and 

students. in general, other subjwt areas such as mathematics, science and 

social studies were taught separately using, almost exclusively, textbooks and 

other non-fiction material. Today, this situation is changing significantly. 

Teachers, particularly at the elementary level, are beginning to realize the 

importance of integrating subject matter. Moreover, many educators are 

becoming aware of the value of using children's fiction as a powerful tool in 

enhancing the teaching of subject areas other than language arts. This trend 

towards integration of historical fiction is particularly true in the area of social 

studies where an increasing number of teachers are using children's trade 

books to reinforce and bring to life some of the major periods in history (Tunnel 

& Amrnon, 1993). 

The first section of this chapter examines the history of narrative and the 

value of story in the development and education of children. The second 

-ion begins with a brief overview of the development of historical fiction and 

a definition of this particutar genre of children's literature. Finally, the value of 

historicat fiction in the ciassrmrn (as distinct from traditionai textbook material), 

is explored, focussing on the contributions to social and csgnitive deveiopment 

made by integrating historical fiction into the social studies curricukim. The 

purpose of this chapter is to ilustrate the value of using story, and qxmfimlfy - 



historical fiction in the form of trade books, in enriching the teaching of history. 

Throughout the chapter, examples of the literature about the Japanese 

internment (discussed in Chapter Two) will be cited in order to highlight certain 

key points. 

THE VALUE OF STORY 

It is the task of stories, by the harmony of their vision, to help us find our 
own connections within and without. They should provide us occasions 
to judge ourseives, and they should nourish us that we may grow even 
more human. (Paterson, 1993, p. 68) 

Historicaily, humans have always been involved in storytelfing. 

Storytelring itself is an ancient tradition, dating back to the earliest of times. It 

may in fact be the oldest of all the arts. Stories were the "primary means for the 

oral transmission of a people's history and for communicating the nature of their 

institutional structures, cultural practices and spirituality" (Common, 1986, p. 

246). We know that men and women in early tribes created and used story in 

order to teach important information and provide moral guidance to the young, 

to explain and interpret phenomena and probably to entertain others. Stories 

were told, retold, remembered and handed on to future generations in what we 

now call the 'oral traditionJ. Much of this oral tradition has been lost, but many 

educators have attempted over the past few years to revive the art of story 

telling within the classroom. Betty Rosen, author of And None of it Was 

Nonsense (1 988), sees narrative as the heart of classroom practice. She 

illustrates, through her own classroom stories, the power and possibilities of 

usig the oral tradition withir: the classroom to develop ianguege skilfs, to 

emumge creaWify and mmunication 2mmg students and to provide 

opportunities for the development of critical thinking. In his postscript to And  

N m  d it Was Nonsense, Wry R u m  cfajrns titat the impulse to story telling is 



already present in every student, and that "a story telling culture in the 

classroom refines and enlarges upon that impulse" (Rosen, 1988, p. 168). 

Many teachers are conscious of the importance of providing children with 

opportunities for listening to stories and for developing their own talent as story 

tellers. Bob Barton and David Booth refer to this trend in education as creating 

within the classroom "a community of storyeis, those who create and recreate 

stories to make new meaning and help structure the events of their livesn 

(Barton $ W h ,  1930, p. 9). In Stories in the Classroom, they emphasize that 

the value of shared stories today is of no less importance than it was in earlier 

times to tribal communities. In fact, Barton and Booth argue that story should be 

at the beart of all classmom teachig. They feel strongly that teachers need to 

preserve the oral tradition in their classrooms, creating new generations of story 

tellers who will continue to develop and perfect this art form. 

But why should teachers tell, read and talk about stories? What is the 

worth OP value of 'storyy in the context of an educational environment? The 

answer is as complex and rich as the history of story telling itself. Much has 

been written by educators and academics in the past few years about 

"narratology" (Rosen, 1988, p. 1 71 ), and the importance of putting greater 

emphasis on story in the curriculum. For the sake of simplicity and brevity, this 

study summarizes the research on story into four main themes: the universality 

and influence of story, the affective nature of stories, the socializing value of 

stories, and the ability of narrative to enrich and extend intellectual 

development. 

The stor)c form is a cultural univwsai. F q l e  everywhere enjoy stories 

(Egan, 1986, p. 2). in acfbitisn to the woridwide appaf of stmies, it has atso 

been argued that the influence of story on human development is univefsak 



Stories reveat situations of life and h'irnan emotions egrnrnon to people ati over 

the world. Good stories atlow the audience to identify with characters from 

fictitious worlds, from the past, present and future. Stories transport readers or 

listeners to other worlds which may appear exotic and foreign, but in the end 

stories also communicate how similar personal situations are to the 

experiences of other individuals. In this way, stories may cultivate a greater 

understanding for all human experience. Individuals make sense of their own 

lives through narratives which describe events in the lives of fictional 

characters As Alasdair Maclntyre explains, stories are more than mere 

amusements or entertainment; they have the potential to promote insight into 

human irePlavisur and uitimateiy provide us with a better understanding of 

ourselves (quoted by Egan, 1992, p. 55). Barton and Booth believe that the 

power of narrative is so significant that stories we hear as children may stay with 

us, as part of our subconscious well into adulthood. "Stories can cause us to 

raise profound questions and shape the landscape of our minds for the whole of 

our lives" (Barton & Booth, 1990, p. 12). The power of story then lies in its 

universal appeal and its ability to provide opportunities for making meaning of 

our lives. 

Stories also have the power to affect us on an emotional level. Egan 

believes that, by engaging our emotions, stories are "the tool we have for 

showing others what it is like to feel like we do and for us to find out what it is 

like to feel as others don (Egan, 1992, p. 55). The emotional responses of 

fictionaf characters to situations in stories allow children to recognize and 

understand the complexity of tt'teir own feelings. Stories about death, loss, 

conflict, loneliness, excitement or joy allow children to experience and deal with 

motions vicariously through the characters' actions. It is difficult to teach 



children how to react emotionally to situations in their own lives, but narrative 

can miidate impflant feelings by reveating emotions. Stories can saddan, 

disturb and frighten. However, they can also be a source of comfort, reducing 

anxieties, nourishing hope and providing children with a better understanding 

of their own feelings. 

Narrative also plays an important socializing role in children's lives. Not 

only do stor ;es help to make meaning of our own lives, they also provide 

positive role models and guidance in shaping our relationships with others. By 

allowing children to identify with the emotional experiences of fictional 

characters, stories also help children develop greater empathy and 

understanding for others. Stories can be an invaluable means of encouraging 

children to treat otbers with greater respect. While certain stories admittedly 

have the power to influence readers in a negative way (by encouraging racism 

for example), others can play a positive role in the social development of young 

students by combating prejudice and encouraging tolerance and a sense of 

justice (Egan, 1992, p. 55). it is the responsibility of educators, therefore, to 

carefully select stories and to ensure that children attain a deep understanding 

of stories which deal with such themes as racism and prejudice. 

Finally, stories play a significant role in the intellectual development of 

children. In interpreting the work of Jerome Bruner, Rosen explains that 

narrative is one of two fundamental modes for thinking, learning and making 

sense of the world. (The other mode is togico-scientific, or what Bruner refers to 

as "paradigmatic.") To a certain extent, we view the world narratively and 

organize our experiences by and through stories (both fictional and personal) 

(Rosen, 1988, p. 169). Through stories, children develop a sense of narrative 

and thus the ability to understand and make meaning of experiences. 



Furthermore, it has been argued that elementary school educators should 

emphasize the narrative, rather than the logico-scientific branch of human 

thought. While young children may not have highly developed "formal 

operational concepts" (according to Piagetian theory), they do come to school 

with imagination, creativity and a fairly distinct sense of story-form, all of which 

can be stimulated and developed through stories. Rather than concentrating on 

logico-mathmatical capacities beyond the level of a child's intellectual 

development, stories enrich and nourish those intellectual activities which are 

already predominant in young children (Egan, 1992, pp. 21 -23). Stories also 

help develop in children important language skills (verbal and written), critical 

thinking and analysis (through interpretation of the story), as well as memory 

(the ability to recall events). 

HISTORICAL FICTION: BACKGROUND AND DEFINITION 

A great deal has been written about historical fiction as a genre, but 

academic research focussing on children's historical fiction has been a fairly 

recent phenomenon. This is most likely due to the fact that historical fiction for 

children only began to flourish during the second half of this century (Egoff & 

Saltman, 1990, p. 106). The earliest examples of children's historical fiction 

were plagued with lengthy passages of moral and instructional lessons. The 

stories themselves were often so weighed down by overwhelming amounts of 

gratuitous dates, historical facts and unfamiliar vocabulary, that enjoyment of 

the plot was difficuit. This moralistic and pedantic interpretation of past events 

continued to charactwize children's historical fiction up until the 1970s. Since 

then, historical novels for chi!dren have urdergone sigfiificant charges, moving 

away from presenting history in idealized terms to concentrating on complex 

issues presented from varying perspectives. Several novels by different 



authors may feature similar episodes from history, providing children with more 

reading options and a more balanced and relevant view of history (Tunnel, 

t 993, p. 82). 

Today historical fiction for children is defined not by the quantity of 

historical information presented, but rather by the qualityof historical setting. 

Experts in children's fiction distinguisti the true historical novel as one which is 

"wholly or partly a h &  the pubiic events and social conditions of the time about 

which it is written", as distinct from the costume novel which simply chooses a 

setting from the past as set decoration (Townsend, 1965, p. 226). True 

historim! fictisr! has a womwh':le sterg, to tell and that story must use its perid 

setting as an integral and necessary means of developing its characters and 

plot. Successful historical novelists bring the past to life through believable 

characters, exciting plots, well researched and plausible portrayals of past 

events and, above all, stories which capture the interest, imagination and hearts 

cf young readers. "Historical novels for children do more than just transmit 

facts; they help a child to 3xperience the past; to enter into the conflicts, the 

suffering, the joys, and the despair of those who lived before us" (Huck, 1979, p. 

465). 

THE VALUE OF FICTION IN TEACHING HISTORY 

History has often been described as the story of our collective past. 

History is essentially the s tay  Of people, their fears, their conflicts, their pys and 

tbe changes in their lives which form endless fascinating tales. While there is 

some evidence of narrative being used by historians to wder and assign cause 

and effect to events in the past (Wstik, 1993, p. 67)' historical texts have 

traditionally been written in a very impersonal style, highlighting dates, 

important events and significant changes, rather than the peopfe affected by 



those events and changes. For years the teaching of histvy in school has 

relied primarily on historical textbooks and other non-fiction material. 

Furthermore, formal instruction in history was resewed until junior high where it 

was believed students were at a cognitive level (according to Piagetian stage 

deveiopment) to fully comprehend these historical texts. Younger students, 

studies showed, did not have the capacity to think hypothetically and 

deductivety in history until the secondary ievei (Levstik, 1 993, p. 66). Others 

argued that children lacked the abstract concepts of chronological time and 

causality. Researchers have since criticized these stage theories of 

development and -begun to examine more cioseiy how chiidren actually learn 

history. The result of this research has led many educators to the close 

connection between narrative and history. Researchers have suggested that a 

grounding in stories, with an emphasis on the human aspects of history, is the 

beginning of historical understanding and can be used with even very small 

children (Egan 1979,1986, 1992; Levstik 1986,1989). Young children, 

according to Egan, arrive at school already equipped with the conceptual tools 

and the sense of causality necessat)r to understand the most profound stories of 

our past. "From observing how children make sense of fantasy stories, we can 

see that they do have available conceptual tools that can make history 

meaningful. They may lack a logical conception of causality, but they clearly 

have availabie the sense of causality that holds together stories and moves 

them alongn (Egan 1986, p. 14). The body of research in narrative has provided 

much support, not only for introducing the teaching of history into the 

elementary curriculum, but afsa for the increased use of fiction in teaching 

historical concepts. It seems only natural that educators have begun to use 

chitdien's historical ftction as an effective means of supplementing textbook 



materials and bringing history to life through fascinating, welt written stories. 

Recent professional literature provides a diverse and appeating rationale 

for the integration of children's trade books into social studies, particularly for 

the teaching of history. The argument in favour of children's trade books draws 

mainly on the appeal of story itself, as well as the contributions to social and 

inteflectual development made by integration of narrative within the histo~y 

curriculum. in the discussion which follows, comparisons will be systematically 

made between traditional text book materials and narrative as found in 

children's literature. it is not the i~tent of this author to criticize textbook authrs 

or to propose the complete elimination of textbooks in elementary schools. 

Clear, expository writing in the farm of history textbooks has a valuable place in 

the classroom. However, by illustrating the important differences between 

textbook and trade book writing, it IS hoped that readers will appreciate the 

important contri'mtions which narrative can make in teaching history. 

f he Aomal , of Narrative: A Question of Stvle 

from a very early age, children enjoy a good story. Recent research 

suggests that when historical information is embedded in a compelling story it is 

much more interesiing and memorable than when it is presented in lists or 

conventional, expository history texts (Egan, 1 992). Even textbook publishers 

are aware of the strength and appeal of narrative; the current trend in many 

history textbooks has been an attempt to bridge the gap between expository 

writing and narrative by inserting brief narrative episodes and personal stories 

throughout the text. however, researchers have criticized this trend by pointing 

to the poor structure and lack of coherence in the new "mixecf' texts. Certain 

studies b y e  &so fairnd that chiklren may find it ever! mow diffbult to r a l !  

--axial information from mis new integrated format than from pure expository 



writing (Richaels;Tomlinson + & Tunnell, 1986, p. 162). Furthermore, it has been 

argued that the inclusion of narrative on the part of textbook editors has more to 

bc, with attracting children's attention and providing entertainment through 

cleverly boxed and illustrated "stories" than with providing essential information 

(Tomlinson, Tunnell & Riehgels, 1993, p. 58). increased criticism of history 

textbook materials by acadsmics, researchers, teachers and curriculum 

planners in recent years has caused attention to shift to trade books, particularly 

children's historical f idion. 

Much of the research on the value of historical narrative has attempted to 

examine and compare the writing styles of traditi~nal history textbooks and 

children's trade books (Mimes & Ammon, 1985; Tomlinson, Tunnell & 

Rlchgeis, 1993). The research has outlined some important differences 

between the two types of writing. These differences primarily concern the 

degree to which a particular text emphasizes humanizing details, and 

incorporates a richness of vocabulary and writing styles. Comparisons between 

narrative history and expository writing may contribute to a better understanding 

of why historical fiction is often more appealing, and more effective in 

transmitting information to children than traditional textbooks. 

A Focus on Details 

Traditional history textbooks tend to condense, abstract and generalize 

facts and information about history. Because textbooks must cover a lot of 

information !n a small amount of space, tbey compress information and diminish 

detail, leaving children with a dry and lifeless account of the past, Take, for 

example, the following passage on the Japanese internment found in ExpIoring 

Canada, a popular 0. C. textbook for grade five students: 

in the 1 9 4 0 ~ ~  Canada was helping to fght a war against Japan. 
During this war, the Canadian government made Japanese 



-- Canadians move away from the west coast. 1 ne government was 
afraid that Japanese Canadians would help Japan win the war. 
They had to give up their houses, !and, fishing aW personat 
belongings. Many had to live in special camps, separated from 
their families. They were not free to come and go as they wanted. 
Some were forced to work on roads and farms. Yet, of the 21,000 
people involved, 13,000 had been born in Canada and another 
3000 had become Canadians. Most of the others had lived in 
Canada for 25 ta 40 years. (Bowser & Swanson, 1985, p. 306) 

It is unlikely that any student who reads this passage will have gained any real 

understanding of or appreciation for what happened to Japanese Canadians 

during World War II. Not only is the text vague in its retelling of historical events 

(it is not ciear which war is being referred to or why Canada was involved), it is 

also devoid of any kifid of detaii which wouid encourage children to take an 

interest in the topic. 

Historical novels for children emphasize the human side of history, giving 

a sense of life as it was lived, or might have been lived, at an earlier time. In 

part, historical fiction accomplishes this task by concentrating on the minute 

details, or the particulars of what individuals saw, heard, said and thought. "It is 

in the small details of everyday living that the past is made understandable" 

(Arbuthnot & Sutherland, 1972, p. 494). Compare, for example, the brief 

textbook mention of "special camps" in the passage above, with the detailed 

descriptions of the internment camps from these two children's historical novels: 

Yuki was glad to see that their new room was bigger than the 
horse stall, measuring about eighteen by twenty, but it was just as 
bleak. There was nothing in the room except three army cots. The 
inner sheet rock walls hadn't yet been installed, so dust had 
filtered into the room from every crack in the siding and around the 
windows. It covered the floor, gathered in drifts in the corners, and 
hung in the air so that Yuki could taste it in her mouth. (Uchida, 
1971, p. 98) 

This camp wasn't anything like home. It was so hot in ttw daytime 



and so cot6 at night. Dust storms came and got sand in 
everything, and nobody could see a thing. We sometimes got 
caught outside, standing in iine to eat or to go to the bathroom. 
We had to use the bathroom with everybody eke, instead of one at 
a time like at home. [Mochizuki, 1993, p. 4) 

These details enable children to visualize the past and deveiop a deeper 

understanding not oniy of the experiences of real people, but of history itself. 

Cynthia Stearns Nelson refers to this deeper understanding of the past as 

"historical literacy" (Nelson, 1994, p. 552). She believes that "immersing 

students in the time period, the location, and the culture of the people allows 

students to see history as real life." This immersion in literature, which exposes 

students to past cultures, facilitates what she refers to as "a journey of 

discovery" (p. 552). Children must understand that there is more to the 

historical past than the dates, names and places mentioned briefly in textbooks. 

History, in the minds of students, should create images of real people in real 

situations. The purpose of historical fiction, according to Charlotte Huck, is not 

to provide an exact chronological understanding of history, but rather to 

"develop an awareness of people living in the pastn (1 979, p. 466). 

Richness of Vocabulary and Variety of Writing Styles 

Textbooks, it has been argued by many, lack the richness of vombulary 

and structure that one finds in children's trade books. This is due, once again, 

to the need for compression of facts and information faced by textbook editors. 

It may also stem from an obligation to create texts which correspond to the 

suggested reading levels and vocabulary of children at certain grade levels. 

Regardless of these coWifints, researchers have crit'iized what they see as 

the lack of voice, swe and coherence which results when textbook authors must 

use a limited vocabulary and impersonal narrative tone in writing about past 



Trade book authors, free& of the constraints of space, vocabulary and 

narrative style, are able to develop richer, more interesting texts and greater 

variety in their writing styies. Historical fictton writers can feature strong, fully 

elaborated descriptions of people, places and events, and explore the 

consequences of actions and the inner thoughts of people who experienced 

historical events first hand. This passage from Takashima's novel Wstrates 

how presenting even young readers with a rich, challenging and often 

provocative vocafxlfary creates a more illustrative and sensual reading 

experience: 

The strong, summer July sun is over our heads as we near the 
familiar Exhibition grounds. But the scene is now quite diffsrent 
from the last time I saw it. The music, the roller coasters, the 
hawkers with their bright bafioons and sugar candy are not there. 
Instead, tension and crying children greet us as we approach the 
grounds. A strong dour  hits us as we enter: the unmistakable foul 
smell of cattle, a mixture from their waste and sweat. The animals 
were removed, bul their stink remains. It is very strong in the 
heat ... As 'r;ve dmv close to it-& mrscrete buildings, the stench 
becomes so powerful in the hot, humid heat, I want to turn and run. 
I gaze at my mother. She cntgr quickens her step. It seems as if 
we are visiting the heit-hoie my Sunday school teacher spoke of 
with such earnestness. (Takashima, 1971, pp. 8-9) 

The use of the present tense, first person narrative and dialogue 

between characters is also m m o n  in children's novels and lends a sense of 

vitafity and immediacy to the writing that is absent in textbuok writing. Consider, 

for example, how these three literary devices used in the foilowkg passage 

iif-e, in a very intimate way, the effects of war and h m a n  rights injustices 

on a young child: 



always gets frozen over and Unde has to chop it open with long- 
ttadid axe. i can harcil'y lift tihe heavy pails. The water 
sometimes spills down my boots and my feet get itchy and bumpy 
and red. 

After we aii take our baths, Obasan washes the clothes in 
the sirre water. They hang outside iri the icy wind, stiff as 
cardboard. Its so mld your face stings and your eyelids freeze. 

i hate it here. It hate It so much that I want to run away. So 
does Stephen. 

"Why can't we go awayY f ask Uncle. "Even if we can't go 
back to our first house, can't we go back to Slocan?" 

"Someday. Maybe someday." Uncle says. But "someday" 
never mrnes. (Kogawa, 1986, p. 64) 

Contributions of Historical Fiction to Social Develomnent 

History as a Humanistic Discipline 

Histor); is oftm -bed as the story of human evmis. Wth thrs 

philosophy in mind, many scbfars have criticized textbooks, and their 

"exasperatingly arid chronicle of names and datesn (Craig, 1989, p. 1 20) for 

their dehumanizing approach to history. Some researchers have claimed that 

~ ~ k s  take a "top.d0wnn approach to history, emphasizing only facts and 

dates. If individuals are given any attention at all, the focus is primarily on world 

leabers, revolutionaries and the 'great' people involved in gfobal events. 

ChiMren1s literature, on the other hand, most often adopts a "bottom-up" 

approach to history, exptcKirmg the Puman side of history and describing, in an 

intimate way, how the lives of common people are affected by historical events 

(Tomiinson, Tunnett & R k Q e 1 s ,  1393, p. 52). The emphasis in the writing of 

historkat fiction is on 'human motives, problems and consequences of human 

a%om? (p. 52). This "bttom-upm approach to history is evident in all of the 

hbtwkaf msfs featured in this study; the internment of the Japanese 

Canadians and Americans is presented either from the point of view of 

Japanese children and their families who experienced the camps first hand (as 



in the novels of Uchida,Takashima or Kogawa), or from friends and supporters 

of the Japanese left behind to worry when the Japanese were suddenly taken 

away (as in Garrigue's and Savin's novels). Children need to understand that 

history is a study, not just of famous people and events, but of all humanity. 

(Historical fiction books) dramatize the courage and integrity of the 
thousands of "common folk who willingly take a stand for what they 
believe. History does not record their names, but their stories are 
frequently the source of inspiration for books of historical fiction. (Huck, 
1979, p. 466) 

Textbook versions of history also tend to treat the past from an 

impersonal, general point of view by featuring anonymous groups of people (i.e 

"the Japanese Canadians") rather than individuals. Historical novels, on the 

other hand, take a more close-up and personal approach to history by 

concentrating on one or two key individuals who represent a larger group. The 

emphasis is on "real human beings dealing with their own problems in their 

own time and m their own way" (Craig, 1989, p. 124). Egoff and Saltman (1 W O )  

believe that because children have an even greater need than adults for self- 

identification, the hero or heroine of the past must have some immediacy for 

young readers of historical fiction (pp. 104-105). Stories have the power to help 

children develop a sense of identity with the past through believable characters 

(often children themselves) whose experiences are influenced by real historical 

events. A h i s to~ id  novel like The Eternal Spring of Mr. /to, for example, is 

particularly appealing to children because of the strong, well developed 

characters through which the story of the internment is told. Students cannot 

help but sympathize with dear Mr. Ito and his gentle wife who reprwnt the 

victims &ring this episode in h i ~ t ~ w .  The character of Sarah, as the child 

heroine, effect~veiy illustrates that children, as much as adults, participate in and 



can even have a certain cgntt-01 over hiaoricai events. 

Craig bliews strmtfy that hist̂ rkl w Y s!?ouid be viewed as a "humanistic 

discipline" one which  serves to be presented in a humane way, as a story 

about human beings in circumstances told with grace and energy" (1989, p. 

132). History is more than a wllection of great political arid economic 

decisions; it must also incorporate the stories of ordicary people. By reading 

about pwpies' lives in the past, particularty in stories which explore children's 

ides in history, students gain a sense of personally belonging to their society, of 

somehow fitting into a broader scheme of life and time. Children can then 

begin to see their own lives in relation to those of the past. Educators believe 

this strong identification with characters and past events will lead students to a 

deeper sense of chronology and time, and eventually to a greater 

understanding of their own place in history. Children will then come to view 

change as natural and an essential part of life. "Stories about the past may. . . 

develop a feeling for the continuity of life; they will help children to see 

tkem~ives and their present place in time as part of the !::vi~g pa%" (Hwk, 

1979, p. 465). 

The Affective Dimension of Narrative 

Historical literature provides emotional and imaginative appeal to 

children. Stories of the past convey the affective dimension of human 

experience. Reading novels of real-life human conflicts often has a humanizing 

effect on children, causing them to empathize with the characters who 

experience hardships or injustice (Heinly & Hilton, 1982, p. 22). Because of 

their strong identification with literary characters in historical fiction, children 

m e  to feel the pain, joy, fears and hcpes of the fictional people in the stories 

they read. Many educators believe this humanizing effect extends beyond the 



pages of books, helping children develop a greater tolerance and 

understanding of others in their own everyday experiences. "The affective 

nature of children's literature helps students become vicariously involved with 

the lives of people who are different from themselves and to develop an 

empathy with and an understanding of values, oeliefs, and aspirations of a 

variety of people and cultures" (Savage & Savage, 1993, p. 32). 

Finally, like st09 itself, historical fiction illustrates the universality of 

human experience. Stories of the past help children understand that, while past 

situations may be vastly different from our own, "such fundamental qualities as 

human needs and relationships remain the same" (Huck, 1979, p. 466). The 

hardships endured by characters in the novel are often not so different from 

those experienced by human beings in our own time. Wars continue to be 

fought, national borders change constantly, famine is widespread, and 

persecution and prejudice continue to plague many people. Through historical 

fiction, children become aware of the interdependence of humankind (p.466), 

realizing that we have all been affected by the decisions and actions of the past 

and that the decisions and current actions of our times will affect future 

generations. This realization helps students develop a greater appreciation 

and respect for the study of history and for the people who were a part of it. 

History speaks to our individual and collective humanity. It keeps us 
connected to our ancestors and enables us to understand and appreciate 
the minds, mores and experiences of others. History provides a sense of 
common heritage at the same time that it presents the origins and 
development of our diversity. History promotes a conscious and critical 
sense of citizenship h national and global communities. (Epstein, 1E3, 
P- 5) 



Contributions of Historical Fiction to Intellectual Development 

Time/Causation Concepts 

It was once believed (primarily by Piaget's followers) that young children 

lacked the concepts of time and causality needed to be successful students of 

history. Children's thinking, it was argued by these cognitive developmental 

theorists, was controlled by immediate experiences only during the early years. 

Therefore, concepts such as the 'past1, 'muse and effect' and others basic to 

historical understanding could not successfully be taught before adolescence. 

However, many researchers and educators, including Egan, have since 

chalknged Piaget's it'i~v, claiming that young children do indeed display the 

concepts needed to learn history and that, in fact, "it is both possible and 

desirable to teach history to young children" (Egan, 1982, p. 439). 

Once this debate was put to rest, the question then remained: What is the 

most effective way to teach history to young children? Egan has concentrated 

primarily on the story form; he believes that the simple concepts children 

develop from hearing and reading stories (a sense of past time, good versus 

evil, power vs. weakness, oppression, ambition, revolt etc.) are essentially the 

same concepts needed for even very young children to develop adequate 

historical understanding (Egan, 1982, 1983). Researchers who value the 

integration of children's fiction in the history classroom, have adopted Egan's 

strong belief in the story form as the key to developing historical understanding. 

Downey and Levstik (1988) found that the form of discourse used in learning 

materials may determine to a large extent whether children develop important 

historical cortcepts. This research, as well as studies by other educators, has 

led Levstik and Downey to the conclusion that "narrative has been particularly 

related Po the development of time and causation conceptsn and that "narrative 



provides a temporal scaffolding for historical understanding that is accessible 

even to quite young children" (p. 338). Narrative, in the form of stories, provides 

children with a familiar framework from which to interpret historical facts and 

may be a more effective means of developing historical understanding in young 

children than the decontextualized information often found in history textbooks. 

Narrative transforms chronology (a list of events) into history (an interpretation 

of events). When children are absorbed in a good historical novel, concepts 

such as 'before and after', 'cause and effect', 'good and evil' are naturally 

embedded in the story. Not only, it wouid seem, is history more engaging when 

it is incorporated in a good story, but the facts and chronological order 

important to historical events fail into place more naturally as children progress 

through a narrative format (Levstik, 1990). 

Memor y/Recal l 

Many researchers and educators have also argued that history taught 

through stories is committed to memory more easily than past events which are 

explained and even illustrated through textbooks. Just as we remember vivid 

events plotted into a story better than we can remember lists or directions 

(Egan, 1992, p. 1 I), so do we recall stories told in historical noveis more 

effectively than we remember dates, names and unrelated bits of information 

from history texts. As with concepts of time and causation, the key to memory 

and recall seems, once again, to lie in the form of discourse. Levstik (1986) 

quotes a number of studies in which a clear connection between narrative 

discourse and memory were found; these include a study by White and Gagne 

(1979) which mncIuded that connected discourse leads to better memory for 

meaning and improved recall, as well as studies by DeVilliers (1974) and Levin 

(1 970) which found that readers process words in connected discourse more 



deeply than in lists or disconnected sentences. The connected discourse of 

iiterature, these studies suggest, makes history not only more comprehensible, 

but also more memoraMe. Trivial facts from the textbook will soon be forgotten, 

but stories stay with children for a long time. In good historical fiction facts, 

dates, names and information are deeply embedded into the fabric of the story. 

Students are more likety to remember importafit historical facts when they are 

an integral part of a memorable story, than when they appear in lists to be 

memorized from a history text book. 

Development of Critical Thinking 

The study of history, it is currently heid, involves more than the recall of 

specific facts about past events (Tunne! & Amrnsn, 1993, p. viii). Learning 

about history requires thought, imagination and active reflection on the part of 

the students. The important goal in learning history is not so much the 

memorization of facts as it is the understanding of larger concepts. Historical 

fiction provides the opportunrty for the development of critical reading and 

thinking. When children are exposed to a variety of historical fiction books, 

rather than a single textbook, they have the opportunity to view history from 

different, and often opposing perspectives. Students must use their own 

judgement and higher thinking and reasoning abilities to make sense for 

themselves of past events as they are portrayed in the stories. In this sense, 

children move beyond learning facts toward a more meaningful and personal 

understanding of history itself. Critical reading and thinking in connection with 

historical fiction is explored in greater detail in Chapter Fi. 

Some scholars, educators and historians might object to the discussion 

up to this point, arguing that history is a fascinating and exciting enough story in 





a background foi an excMng plot. Children's tiade OoGks can be a wonderful 

suppkment to history textbooks, and sly! exce!!ent springhard for bipincj 

students make the imaginative leap into the past, but they cannot and should 

not replace good historical research and writing. 

What is being proposed in this study is a balanced approach to the 

teaching of history, using children's historical novels as a supplement to 

textbooks, films and other non-fiction material. Stories have the potential to 

stimulate children's interest and curiosity in history, extend their knowledge of 

the past and help them relate historical events to their present day situations. 

Novels, with descriptions of how people behaved and reacted to historical 

events, with the hundreds of minute details about how people ate, dressed, 

fought, worshipped, celebrated and died, with a constant emphasis on the 

personal, human dimension of history allow children to experience the past in 

an immediate and sensual way that no textbook alone coukf accomplish. Like 

any good piece of literature, a historical novel for children, written with honesty 

and accuracy, my! ! a d  US to an i,r~?provec! understexding cf the w~f:d and our 

place in it. Joan Blos, author of several award winning historical picture books 

and novels for children, sums up the true value of literature when she says: 

"literature participates in the overarching goal of all of the humanities, which is 

to answer that deceptively simple question: what does it mean to be human?" 

(1 993, p. 15). We have a powerful and invaluable resource at ow disposal 

when we integrate children's historical novels into our history curriculum. 

The next chapter in this study examines children's historical fiction from a 

more critical approach, highlighting specific criteria needed to evaluate 

children's historical novels for accuracy, and for unbiased and plausible 

representations of the past through setting, character, plot and style. In addition, 



specific attention is paid to whether authsss exhibit sensitivity to historicai issues 

in their writing and, most irnpoftantiy, how the ethical or moral context supported 

by narrative in historical fiction affects children's interpretation of history. 



Chapter Four 

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING CHILDREN'S HISTORICAL FICTION 

INf RBDUCTION 

The preceding chapter examined recent research supporting the theory 

that narrative, and particularly historical fiction, is not only more appealing to 

children than conventional history textbooks, but also more effective in teaching 

students about historical events. On a social level, the research indicates that 

story, through the medium of children's historical fiction, is effective in promoting 

children's appreciation for the human side of history, empathy for those who 

contributed to or lived thi~i igh significant historical events, and sense of 

connectedness with the past. On a cognitive level, researchers argue that 

historical fiction is more effective than traditional non-fiction resources in 

developing the concepts of time and causation which are so vital to historical 

understanding. In addition, some argue that historical information, embedded 

in compelling stories, may be better committed to memory and easier to recall 

than information presented in textbook form. 

One of the most enthusiastic supporters of children's fiction as a teaching 

tool in the history classroom has been Linda Levstik of the University of 

Kentucky. Levstik has conducted classroom studies and written research 

papers since the 1980s on the appeal and educational value of children's 

historical fiction. In her early research, Levstik was confident about children's 

trade books being integrated into the history curriculum. In an article written in 

1986 she made positive statements about narrative being used to teach history. 

These asserticms, based on her own classroom observations as well as 

research in discourse analysis and schema theory, included the ideas that 

narrative "is a putent spur to historical interest" and that it helps children "make 



sense of history" (Levstik, 1986, p. 2). Furthermore. Levstik believes that the 

connected discourse format of iiterature allows young readers to process words 

"more deeply than whm the same words appeared in senrems or iists" and 

"to organize and interrelate efements in the tex?" ip. 2). In an article published 

two years later and co-written with Matthew Downey, Levstik expanded on the 

positive benefits of using historical fiction to teach history, referring to theories crf 

cognitive psychology which claimed that narrative helped even very young 

children develop hist~ricai time concepts including causal and temporal 

relationships (Downey & Levstik, 1988, p. 338). 

However, there is a certain degree of caution evident in Levstik's writing, 

even in these earlier studies. While she promotes the use of historical fiction, 

she warns educators about becoming two zealous in using children's fiction in 

the history classroom. Early on in her research Levstik made several important 

discoveries about how children respond to historical literature A brief look at 

Levstik's findings is worthwhile before establishing the criteria for evaluation of 

children's historical fiction. 

Children's Res~snses to Histsricai Fiction 

In Levstik's 1986 study, grade six students jre asked to respond to 

historical novels they had chosen on the theme of World War 11. Their personal 

responses to the literature took the form of journals and sharing with the teacher 

or with peers in discussion groups. Certain tendencies became apparent in the 

children's comments, attitude and behaviour towards the historical fiction they 

read. Their responses appear to carrespond closely with what scholars have 

observed in children's behavior and general learning strategies. 

Fascination with the Extremes of Human Experience 

In his argument defending the benefits of using story to teach children, 



Egan (1992) provides some insight into what characteristic of stories is so 

appealing to students. Stories deaf with basic and powerfuj emotions which are 

comptetely familiar to even young children. However, what engages children's 

imaginations, according to Egan, are the stories (real or fictional) which depict 

extremes in human bebviour. Children are fascinated by the shocking 

examples of human extremes in the Guiness Book of World Records, and with 

television shows depicting mysteries of nature or amazing achievements (Egan, 

1992, p. 72). Children are also naturally drawn to stories of heroic deeds, 

passionate battles against evil forces, or shocking human injustice. 

Even the most casual observation of the kind of knowfedge that most 
readily engages students' imaginations during these years shows that it 
is abut the mtrmes a d  ! h i t s  Of human experience and the natural 
world: the most courageous or the cruelest acts, the strangest and the 
most bizarre natural phenomena, the most terrible or the most wonderful 
events. (p.72) 

Chiidren's interest in strange and macabre events is also evidenced by the 

incredible literary appeal and popularity of horror books, such as R.L. Stine's 

Goosebumps series. 

According to ievstik (1986), this fascination with the border areas of 

human experience explains why young readers find historical fiction so 

compelling. While other forms of literature deal with human emotions, historical 

fi~tion is particularly fascinating to children because it provides young readers 

with real examples of human extremes. "Children demonstrated continued 

interest in history as it relates to human response to fear, discrimination, and 

tragedy. History proarided them with real instances of human bravery or tragedy 

within a rebativeiy safe framelamkm(p. 12). In Levstik's study, the children's 

compelled by the "Unwished-for Worst" (the human capacity for evil) and the 



" t t ~ f o r  Best" (the hiiisian capacity for goorj) (4989, p. 1 IS). 

The Search for the Truth 

The students in Levstik's study were enthusiastic abmt the historical 

fiction they had chosen to read. When asked to explain why they had enjoyed 

the novels, they talked about being moved, inqired, and angered at times by 

what they had read (Levstik, 1986, p. 10). This type of response was 

particularly common wben children had read stories where humans responded 

with extraordinary bravery or extreme inhumanity. However, the students' 

responses aiso indicate that their interest in historical fiction was based to a 

large extent, on what tt-tey perceived as their own personal and necessary quest 

for the m h .  in each of these studies the children explained their interest in 

historical topics in terms of needing to know about a topic, of wanting to learn 

the truth or what realty happened (Levstik, 1990, p. 850). This search for the 

truth was aiso evident in the students' behaviour. Many of the children in the 

study, even those known to be reluctant readers, were wiiiing to read more 

extensively on the same topic and eagerly accepted the sqgWons d the 

teacher for further independent reading, even when the material suggested was 

more difficit (p. I t ) .  

For Levstik, this search for truth is a positive corollary d using fiction to 

teach history, since it stirnufates chiidren's interest in historical matters and 

motivates them to read and feam more on the same topic. However, tevstik 

atso itcknowtedges the danger in chiidren assuming that truth will always be 

found in nanative forms of historical writing, and in having students use 

historid fietion as the standard against which other information is mezlsured. 

The textbook was judged in contrast to the historical fiction, with the fictional 

narrative as the rufer against which m n f i n  was evaluated" (1989, p, 118)- 





integrating historical fiction in the classroom. 

THE HiSfORiCAi ACCwFiACY OF CHILDREN'S FiCTiON 

History, it may be argued, is a human rather than an exact science. It is 

difficult for any historical writing, whether it is through textbook or narrative form, 

to present events in a completely unbiased manner. Writer Erik Haugaard has 

argued that even the most qualified historians can oniy achieve a "partial 

resurrection of the wents which make up history" (1979, p. 700) since 

everyone, including professional historians, view the past from a certain 

perspective or position which is influenced by their own personal biases. 

The subjective nature of historical writing is perhaps even more evident 

in historical fiction where the author may choose a particular historical episode 

or time period out of certain personal interests or because of significant cultural 

or moral issues. Neverthefess, most critics of children's literature agree that 

good, responsible historical fiction should remain as faithful to the events of the 

past as possible. hiving the past throcrgh historical fiction "depends squarely 

and solely on the writer's evocative skiii" (ESOP & Saitman, 1990, p. 103). The 

best children's authors of historical picture books and novels research the past 

thoroughly in order to achieve a clear and authentic rendition of the time, place 

and people of the past. Hester Burton, in describing her setf-imposed rules for 

writing historical fiction has said: 

First, i must acquaint myself as thoroughly as I possibly can with the 
historical period and the event t am describing. . . . My second rule is 
never to use a famous historical person as the pivot of my story and never 
put into his mouth words or sentiments for which there is no documentary 
evidme." (Burton, t 969, pp. 271 -272) 

ResponsiMe writers of historical fiction shoukf be so thoroughly familiar with the 

history of the period about which they are writing that they can be "comfortably 



creative without making mistakes" (Donelson, 1989, p.189). Historical fiction 

writers enjoy the freedom to expand of telescope past events, omit or 

emphasize certain facts, and even go beyond the bounds of historical evidence 

through invention of characters and dialogue. However, the effectiveness of 

historical fiction depends on its faithfulness to and respect for historical facts 

(Egoff & Saltman, 1990, p. 104). Writers of historical fiction should not distort 

values or f a c l  of the past. "Stories must accurately reffect the spirit of the times, 

as well as the events" (Huck, 1979, p. 468). 

The following explores four story elements which contribute significantly 

to the historical accuracy of children's fiction: setting, plot, characterization and 

styie. In the final section, the issue of morality in narrative structure is examined 

as it relates to historical fiction for children. 

set tin^ 

The setting for any story involves both time and place. In historical fiction 

the story takes place in the past. Setting must include all the physical details 

which enable a reader to sense by seeing, smelling, feeling or tasting what is 

happening in the story (Van Vliet, 1992). Settjng also includes culture and the 

manner, customs and way of Me of a people. Setting helps to create a mood or 

atmosphere and establish the emotional, social and moral climate. in histor'cal 

fiction, setting must be an integral part of the story; its primary functions are to 

give authenticity to the story and to help recreate the past in a detailed and 

accurate manner. 

in his t>ook Literatwe f t r  Tediiy's Young Adults, Kenneth Donelson 

m2fi;te qxmtie &;fieria fa* eduati~ ciWrenls historica! fktjon. He faxses 

particularly on setting and the faithh~fness of the text to its histor'ml period. 

of time, @ace and popk !s necessary, Dunelson bileyes, in order 



for the novel to be believable as a story and accurate as a retelling of history. 

Readers of historical fiction can judge novels for accuracy and authenticity by 

looking for certain clues in the story. There should be specific references to 

well-known events or people "through which the reader can place the 

happenings in their correct historical framework" (Donelson, 1989, p. 170). 

Furthermore, the historical setting in a good novel should not merely use "visual 

appeal" "to compensate for a weak story" (p. 170), but should be an integral part 

of the story itself. 

Among the novels and picture books about the Japanese internment, 

there are exceiient exampies of Doneison's authenticity of historical setting. 

References to the war, the bombing of Pearl Harbour and the evacuation are 

found in all the stories. In some stories the author chooses to present the 

historical events in a very direct, almost textbook style, highlighting specific 

dates and facts, and building the story around the events as they unfold. Others 

choose a more indirect style of integrating history and narrative. 

The direct approach is evident ir? Takashima's A Child in Prison Camp, 

where the author immediately places her story and her readers in the proper 

historicat context. She begins with the first entry in her journal: 

Vancouver, British Columbia 
March 1942 

Japan is at war with the United States, Great Britain and all the 
Allied Countries, including Canada, the country of my birth. My parents 
are Japanese, born in Japan, but they have been citizens for many, many 
years, and have become part of the young countnr. Now, overnight our 
rights as Canadians are taken away. Mass evacuation for the Japanese! 
ffakashima, '1,971, p. 5) 

This introduction might seem didactic to some. However, one must bear in 

mind that Takashima's book is written in a personal journal style. The historical 

events become the focal point in tab Shicf-tan's fife, gMng shape to her family's 



story. The attention to historical details within the setting is both appropriate 

and believable for this story. 

Other writers, particularly Joy Kogawa, are more subtle in creating a 

historical setting within the context of their stories. In Naomi's Road the setting 

is created by somewhat vague clues to the historical events which affect the life 

of a young child. Five-year-old Naomi has only a limited understanding cf these 

events and needs the adults around her to explain what is happening to the 

family: 

"What's war?" I ask. 
Daddy tells me that war is a terrible terrible thing. It is the worst 

and saddest thing in the world. People get hurt and learn to be afraid. 
it's like the time the burning m i &  made the fire in my rmm. War is more 
dangerous even than that. (Kogawa, 1986, p. 13) 

Most of the historical references scattered throughout Kogawa's story are 

presented in this manner, with more attention to the emotional impact of war 

than to the factual details of history. Young readers, like Naorni herself, may 

need additional explanation in order to place these references in their proper 

historidat context. New~rtheless, historical details are scattered throughout 

Naor;:: s narrative, canfirming Kogawa's commitment to making the setting of 

the war and the internment integral to the story itself: 

Later at night, she wakes me up because she's frightened. I'm frightened 
too. The night light in the hall is out. The street lights are out. Such 
darkness! This is what Stephen calls a 'black-out". The whoie city is 
hiding. If an enemy in an airplane sees us he might drop a bomb. The 
bomb woufd make a huge fire and burn the house. Then what would we 
do? (p. 15) 

Yesterday Stephen came running home shouting that the war was 
over. 

"We wun we won we won!" he cried. He ran behind the house 
with both hands high in the air. His fingers were raised in the V-for- 
Victory sign. He pulled the flag out of the rock garden. Then up he 
dimbed onto the shed and sti!! hghw to t . b  roof of the house. The fkg 



was up as high as it could go. (p.50) 

Unfortunately, not all children's historical books and novels are 

successful in integrating historical referems within the narrative in an effective 

and believable manner. In some cases, the historical setting is insignificant and 

is used primarily as a sort of theatrical backdrop, adding suspense and 

excitement to an otherwise dull plot. The historical events have no real effect c;; 

the characters; the story could have taken place at another time and place. 

There are plenty of examples of this type of writing in both children's and adult 

fiction. However, this decorative use of historical setting does not appear in the 

novels and picture books featured in this study. In these stories about the 

internment the central focus is the war and the evacuation of families from the 

west coast. The historical events are the driving force behind the stories, 

whether they are toid from the point of view of a Japanese protagonist uprooted 

from his or her home, or of a non-Japanese who experiences the loss of a good 

friend. 

Another criticism made of the setting in historical novels is what 

children's author and book critic Joan Blos refers to as the "privy observed". 

This criticism is just one of what Blos calls "characteristic flawsn (1 985, p. 38) in 

children's historical fiction. The "privy observedn refers to an author's use of 

elaborate descriptions of historical setting, descriptions which are usually 

shared with the reader by a character in order to make the setting as vivid as 

possible and illustrate details of daily life. The problem with these detailed 

passages, according to Bios, is that they become too cumbersome, add nothing 

to the story and are =what aw!ward!y forced Into ?he text for the sake sf 

creating a setting from the past. To test for this type of flaw readers must ask 

tkmseks whether an equivalent amount of detail would have been refm%ed 



by a character to describe the setting in a contemporary novel. This superfluous 

use of details may be the problem with Marcia Savin's novel Moonbridge. 

There are a number of references to the wartime setting, but these gratuitous 

passages of daily life add nothing to the story; their inclusion in the text is 

awkward, inconsequential and slows the pace of the story: 

Ruthie's bedroom was at the back of the house. They sat on her 
bed, a four-poster. Mitzi ran her hands down one of the four maple posts. 
Each had a top sccred like a pineapple. 

"This bed used to be my parents'," Ruthie said. "But when my 
daddy started at the shipyard, my mother bought them a new bedroom 
set and I got this." 

Mitzi wanted to see the new set so they went to Ruthie's parents 
room. The furniture there had straight lines. (Savin, 1992, p. 66) 

It is diffic~tlt to believe that any young reader would be interested in this 

comparison of antique and "modern" 1940s bedroom furnishings. it is doubtful 

that a similar description would have been included in a contemporary novel. 

Responsible and talented historical children's authors provide readers 

with vivid and authentic renditions of the time and place being featured in their 

stories. Succinct descriptions of daily life and references to well known events 

and people allow the reader to place the story in its proper historical context. 

However, trivial, detailed passages make the text of a historical novel tedious 

and lengthy. Above all, the historical setting should be an integral part of the 

story, powerful enough to be the driving force behind the characters' actions 

and itfustrative enough to leave the reader with the feeling that they have lived, 

at least for a while, in a different time and place. In so doing, a well-written 

chiidrents historkat story can provide yourtg readers "with a sense of historical 

understanding and realism that otherwise would be denied to all but the 



Books of historical fiction are not exempt from the requirement of telling a 
gutxi story. They should not just sugar coat history, but tell a story that is 
interesting in its own right. The unique problem of historical fiction is how 
to balance fact with fiction. (Huck, 1979, p. 468) 

In historical fiction, as in any good children's book, there has to be 

enough adventure, excitement and suspense to move the story forward and 

maintain the interest of yaurg readers. Historicat novets and picture books are 

perhaps more challenging to write than other types of children's fiction since the 

author has the dual obligation of both informing and entertaining the reader. 

The writer must carefully balm= the otiigation of teaching abut the past with 

the need to entice children with a liwely and well told story. 

In her article, Yesterday Comes Alive for Readers of Historical Fiction, 

Patricia Cianciolo, quoting from Wolfgang l s e r  (1 978)' identifies three basic 

elements which should be achieved in historical fiction writing. The first 

element is a "precise description of the past." f his element relates to setting, 

which has already been discussed in this study, but may also extend to plot 

(Cianciolo, 1981, p. 453). The past may be illustrated as much by the 

characters' actions as it is by the author's references to the past and description 

af setting. Action, adventure and suspense are paramount both in maintaining 

the interest of young children and in bringing the past to life for them in a 

meaningful and captivating manner. 

Of att the books on the Japanese internment discussed, Sheila 

Garrigmas 'f7re EteM Sprig of Mr. !toprovides one of ttre best exarnpbs of 

ttte ttse of fast-paced plot to -be and dramatize the past. Sara's quest to 

ietwn the bonsai quince tothe Itofamitytakes her from th8 security of her 

Unde's b e  in Point Grey, to various locations in the province, each of 



is described in detail by Ganigue - in ortier to create a vivid picture of British 

Columbia in the 1940s. Sara's adventures are characterized as much by the 

elements of danger and excitement, as t h y  are by Garrigue's descriptions. 

Early in the novel Sara travels alone on the streetcar to Vancouver's Japan 

town where she experiences for herself the impact of war on the small 

Japanese eornmuni ty : 

Finally she turned from Granville onto Powell. It was as if Saturday had 
become Sunday. Powell was empty. Empty of traffic. Empty of people. 
Her footsteps rang off the sidewalk as she passed little shops and 
restaurants formerly bright with colored tights and paper lanterns. 
Unexpectedly, she felt as if she were in alien territory, an intruder who 
didn't Belong arid wasn't welcome. She felt eyes watching her from 
shadowy interiors, but their owners ducked out of sight as she went by. 
Her heart began to hammer and she'd begun to wish she hadn't come 
when she found herself in from of the C ho-Cho-San restaurant. 
Reiieved, she ran up tbe narrow stairs to the Ito's apartment. (Garrigue, 
1985, pp. 78-79) 

Later in the novel, Sara bravely dimbs the diff face in an effort to save 

her dog Fearless. In doing so she eventually discovers Mr. Itds hideout in the 

cave: 

The cave was hidden from M o w  by the jut of the ledge. On either side of 
its rainbow-shaped entrance, two big rocks stood like sentries. Sarah 
stared at them. They didn't beiong here on tbe sandy cliff face. Someone 
had worked hard to haul them up from below. She crept carefully along 
the narrow ledge toward them, trylng to ignore the sea below, now licking 
at the base of the dm. They wind, so gentle down on the beach, was 
blowing hard on this side of the Point. It whipped her hair onto her eyes 
and mouth and tugged at her dress. Using her fingers like claws, she 
dung to the cliff face and edged toward Fearless. (p. 1 07) 

%fa's greatest at-jYenture, at the end of the novel, takes her as far as the B.C. 

interbr where sne sneaks into the Slocan internment camp disguised as a 

Japanese girl: 

Sara swallowed her, her rnoutb and throat dry. Her heart 
pounded. Sttppose the Japanese challenged her? Suppose they said 



something in their own language and she couldn't reply? Sup pose... 
They had passed by. She couldn't wait another moment. She had to 
make t7er move or miss her chi3lnce.T aking a deep breath, she fell into 
step a few yzlrds M i n d  them, keeping her ejes bo.;itn the w q  Ernie 
had toM her. Ahead, the Japanese walked silently, looking netther right 
nor left, ignoring the hostite stares of the townspeople. She had joined 
them so quietly they hadn't even noticed her. (p. 147) 

While many of the novels and picture books on the internment such as 

Takashima's A ChiIo' h Prison Camp or Uehida's Journey to Topaz provide 

graphic and very personal descriptions of this historical event, few stories come 

dose to such a perfect blend of precise historical settireg and enticing 

adventure as Garrgue's The Eternal Spring of Mr. /to . 

Characterization 

Every work of history, ivcluding every historical novel, has an ideological 
message. But the novel is above aH else an art form concerned with 
people as they interact with each other and as they develop and change. 
The people are primary. The novel is worthy of its name, that is, a new 
thing, when each of its characters, like each of us, is a unique individual, 
when all have personal histories within the larger history that makes them 
what they are. (Brodine, 1988, p. 208) 

in evaluating any children's story, one of the key areas to examine is 

character development. This is true of chiidren's historical fiction where well 

defined, believable characters are important in bringing history to life for young 

readers (Donelson, 1989). While very young children are often seduced by 

binary opposites in literature (Egan, 1986), and particularly enjoy a fight 

between clearly defined good and evil forces, older children are engaged by a 

more complex story structure (Egan, 1992), presumably one which features 

charaaers who come to life as real people. Furthermore, it has been noted by 

many children's Rerirture critics, that historical fiction writers should avoid 

creating characters bassi on stereotypes of heroes and bad guys If they wish 

their stories to be respc~~sibfe historical narration (Doneison, 1989, p. 170). 



Young readers need to =amine and judge characters f rsm the past hwd on 

the actions of those characters and the circumstances of the times. If characters 

are too easily defined as go& and bad, or simply as stereotyped 

representatives of a particular period, the author will have oversimplified the 

past and failed to stimulate any critical reflectio~ on the part of the reader. 

Some researchers believe that children's books generally do not 

challenge young readers with interesting, wmplex characters. In a study of 

children's novels based on the American RevoEutionary War, Joel Taxel claims 

that most novels for young people tend to code their characters according to 

binary oppositions of good vs. bad or strong vs. weak. f axel believes that 

chMrenJs literature, rathw promoting critical analysis of h:st~rical events 

and social attitudes with complex characters, instead promotes oversimplified 

generalizations abu t  history: "books for children often contain clearly defined 

characters and situatiops that make il possible to reduce rather than exacerbate 

conflict, confusion and ambguity" (Taxel, 1983, p. 64). This statement applies 

to Marcia Savin's The Mombridge where most characters seem flat and fit too 

conveniently into categories of good and bad. Ruthie's teacher Miss Lewis 

seems particularly narrow-minded in her attitude towards Japanese Canadians: 

"I didn't call on you, Ruthie. Do you know how many men we've lost in 
the Philippines? Thousands. And thousands more are now prisoners. 
The Japs-who have done this-have only one loyalty: to Japan. No matter 
where they live." (Savin, 1992, p. 153) 

Even the character of Miss O'Connur, who demonstrates more tolerance 

towards the Japanese Americans (and more professionalism within the 

dassreom), is created more out of a neeci so counterhalance the negative 

attiti& ;;f bi ixjlhgue @an to depict a r ~ i  person. Miss O'Zorrnsr's 

qwches, whiie just as didactic and contrived as Miss Lewis', at least ailow the 



reader to consider the situation from ansther point of view. Unforttlnately, 

Savinls overly dramatic text makes the elderly teacher seem artificial: 

"As some of you know," Miss O'Connor continued, "a number of our 
friends and neighbors, many of them citizens" - hitting the last word h ~ r d  - 
"have been rounded up like criminals to be shipped to God-knows-where 
only because they or their forefathers happened to be born in the wrong 
country." (p. 157) 

Marcia Savin's bias towards the internment becomes appare! ~t by the way in 

which she polarizes all of the characters in her novel into otrvtous camps of 

good or bad. The good people include Mitzi and all Japanese American 

victims, as well as a small number of liberal white Americans like Ruthie's family 

and Miss O'Connor. All other Caucasians in the story represent the bad people; 

they are America's dear mongers and racists who condoned and even cheered 

the decision to evacuate the Japanese from the west coast. This stark 

opposition between the two sides, reflected in the characters' words and 

actions, has the effect of promoting generalizations about groups of people and 

about what was right or wrong in this particular historical situation. The 

development of characters in The Moonbridge does little to encourage the 

reader to think critically and consider the issues from all perspectives. 

In historical fiction which features very sensitive, and often personal 

issues for the author, it must be difficult to avoid portraying certain characters or 

groups of people in simplistic terms of good and bad. In writing about the 

Japanese internment, an author of Japanese Canadian or American descent 

might be very tempted to write about the events with a certain degree of hostility 

or resentment towards tfte Caucasians living along the west coast during the 

war. These feelings wu!d &!y, and per.bps unm~rsciously, Ds rsflected in 

the author's writing, particularly in the development of certain key characters. 



Comuewtly, it is impressive that the Japanese Canadian and American 

chi!drenSs 8utho:s featured in this study have riot allo'\iv'ed personal feiings to 

tarnish the quality of their writing. Their stories feature complex characters, both 

Japanese and Caucasian, who grapple with the issues involved in the 

evacuation. No one is presented as clearly good or bad. Most characters are 

simply in shock over what has happened and struggle to maintain some sense 

of normalcy in their lives and in their relationships with friends and family. 

Yoskiko Uchida provides a good example of the kind of writing where 

characters come to life as real people, rather than shallow stereotypes. In both 

her novels Journey to Topaz and Journey Home, Uchida has created well 

rounded, believable characters with whom children can identify and empathize. 

Yuki's family and their friends are shocked by the news that they are to be 

uprooted from their home and sent to live in an internment camp in the desert 

Their shock transforms itself into feelings of bewilderment and shame in Yuki 

and her mother, and into anger and frustration in the male members of the 

camp. Uchida resists prese~tiiig ihe Sakane family (based on iichida's own 

family) and other internees as helpless Japanese victims who stoically accept 

their fate without any manifestation of emotion. Yuki's brother Ken, for example, 

expresses the frustration that many young Japanese men felt when faced with 

the difficult choice between staying in the camp to be with their family, moving 

east to complete university. Initially, Ken feels a sense of honour in staying to 

care for his sister and mother, but as time goes by, he begins to resent the 

confines of the camp and the injustices committed against the Japanese 

Americans, and grows increasingly more sullen with his family: 

Thanksgiving came and went quietly, and although there was 
turkey at the mess hall, somehow at1 the sadness that had come to Emi's 
family kept Yuki from feeling very festive. 

Ken, too, seemed discouraged and bitter. "What's there to be 
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thankful for this year? he asked. 
"For being alive and we11 and together," Mother answered, bdt Ken 

didn't seem to care. (UcMa, 4 971, p. t 23) 

Some of the old& men in the internment camp are no less angry and resentful. 

The character of Mr. Kurihara, a first generation Japanese American, is bitter 

towacds the country t-re feels has betrayed his people; his sentiments regarbing 

loyalty to the old country reflect the feelings of many older Japanese internees: 

Mr. Xiifima shrugged. "When this war ends, i may just go back to 
Japan," he murmur&. "At teast 1 won't Be an enemy alien there." (p.72) 

Even gentle Mr. Toda expresses hostility towards the American government. 

When the U.S. army asks for recruits among the young Japness Anmian 

men, Mr. %da is among the many disgruntled Japanese who angrity disagree 

with the idea of the Nisei fighting unit: 

"Why should our boys be asked to fight for a country that has put 
them behind & a M  wire?" an etderty voice questioned. Yuki was 
startied to see that it was Mr. Toda who had spoken . . . 

Father was silent for a while, and then he spoke slowiy. "Each 
man must W d e  for himself, T d a  San," he said. "It is a difficu!t decision 
to make. But if 1 were young and a citizen of this country, I think I would 
do as my courrtry asked. I think I would volunteer." 

"Even thwgh your country put you behind barbed wire and treated 
you as an enemy prisoner firs??" Mr. Tuda pressed. (p. 133) 

Uchida manages to qudt the anger expressed by some of the characters with 

the quiet dignity and genafe temperament of Yuki's parents. While her father is 

absent for much of the story, Yuki's mother helps her daqh!er and others in the 

camp to understand anel forgive. Her presence in t b  novel is important for it 

resentful: 



Takashimass A CMd in Prism Camp provides pwbps the best exampte 

of realism in characterization and of fair representation of Japanese Canadians. 

Mile many of the &penese authors seem to emphasize miy the stoicism, 

pride and dignity witft which many Japanese internees quietly accept their fate, 

confiscating property and forcing the Ssrpsrnese Canadians to leave the coast: 

Shichan's father continues to r&f against the decisions Qf the 

the ather men to organize a protest strike against the B.C. Securitgt Commission: 



"Mfill they listen?" Father's voice is impatient: 
"'They Mi! have to. After a!!, it's Seycrtd human dignity." 
A strike is wlfed. (p.22) 

ConfW is also found in Titkashima's nuvet between members of the Japanese 

community within the camp. Mr. Mori, a war veteran, who is hired by the 

R.C.M.P to spy on the Japanese internees, is despised and taunted by the 

&hers in the camp: 

The ofd man stares, seems to shrink smaller. 
He curses viot~ify, ard spits at my father's feet. 
Father glares, grabs him by ths collar. 
i get scared then. 1 start to cry. 
Mrs. Kono screams. Motkter takes my arm. 
He!t breaks imse. "I'll have the R.C.M.P. after you!" 
shouts the old man, as he is dragged away from my father and 
m the other men. Women are snouting and crying. (p.25) 

Shi-n's father continues to be a central figure in the novel. His resentment 

and bierness plagtte him through the long years in the camp and by the end of 

the war he is determinecf to return tu Jiipan, despite protests from other family 

members. The family finds itself divided over ths issue of remaining in Canada 

Father shouts at mother, "We return to Japan!" 
"But what are we gohg to do? You have your brothers 
and sisters there. I Prstve no one. Besides, the children ..." 
"Never mind the children," father answers. 
"They'll adjust. I'm tired of k ing  treated as a spy, 
a prisoner. Do what yuu like; I'm returning!" . . . 
All of a sudden I hate that country for having st~rted 
the war. I say atottb, "Damn Japs! Why don't they 
stop figMiqY Father gfaes. "What do you mean 'Japs'? 
You think you're not a Jap? If I b a r  you say that again 
I'lf throttle you." f see anger and hatred in his eyer;. @. 74) 

The intense fdings of Sh'rchan's family aand disputes over where they shcwld 

~esettfe reflect, on a kger scale, the division between first and second 



genwatlon Jwnese Camdians, paficul;rrly when the war ended and they 

were f o r d  to ctioose between Japan and eastern Canada. 

Takashimass candid gmtrayal of her family invites the reader to e~7ter the 

real wortd of the internment amps where intimate Jiving quarters fostered 

tifdong ffiendships, but crowded t=cnditions and politicaf tension also led to 

conftict and brttetness. The author hides nothing from us, including alcoholism 

among the Japanese men, ittcidents of incest and unwanted pregraancies and 

passionate family barites. A3 a restiff, while her novet is not rec=omme;ibed for 

young children, older readers wit1 appreciate the cornplexrtgc of key characters 

and the openness and ~~ with which Takashima has shared her 

&idh&  me^-&-- t t v i  W .  

Other novels, by non-Japanese writers, also feature wet1 rounded, 

interesting and believable characters. In Garrigce's The Eternal Spring of Mr. 

/to, the characters of Sarah and Mr. tto are so deftly created by the author that 

they come alive as individuais. Sarah is very convincing as a young teenager 

who struggles W e e n  ioyaky to her Unde and his family, and her own 

prsonal and murai views ooncerning the plight of the Japanese. She is 

ultimately a gosd characters the brdne of the story, but tihe means she uses to 

achieve her end result (hoarding Mr. lto's spedal bonsai desprte her Uncle, 

lying to her Aunt when she visits the ltos in Japan town, and running away from 

the group in Kokanee Creek to sneak into the internment camp) may be 

intetpieteb as bad bekffZOl by some. Yoong readers identifgr easily with Sarah 

and enjoy her  sense of adventure, her courage and kx steitdfasb'~~~ in the 

b d m m g m f w .  
Mr. tto is such a cOraAdng and befoved character that some stttdents, 

&w feabing the IBOVB~, may find it difficxrtt to remember that he was only a 



fictjonaf man. During a stturdy d Garrigue's novel, conducted by the author, 5 it 

repeatedly of the fictional nature of Garrigue's work, had convinced themselves 

that Mr. ito and his family were real people who had lived in Vancouver during 

the time of the Japanese internment. Furthermore, Mr. Ito was such as 

memorable character for some young readers that they continued to refer to him 

when discussing characters from other novels. Well after the study of The 

Eterna! Spring of Mr. Ito was complete, students from the class continued to 

regard Mr. Ito as the model against which other characters were compared and 

judged. Mr. Ito's appeal to children is perhaps best explained by his bravery, 

gentleness and wisdom. One of the most touching and memorable scenes in 

the novet takes place in the cave where Mr. lto has decided to end his life 

rather than face the humility of the internment camps. Sarah and he enjoy a 

@iIosophi~i discussion about Me during which Mr. !to explains the need for 

tolerance and understanding between different people in the world: 

'What happens after we die, Mr. !!to?". . . 
"lto thinking heaven just a word. Mean perfect happiness. But 

perfect happiness come in different ways to different peoples. You 
Christian, Sara-chan, a!! same  my daughter Helen. So you and she and 
ail Christian peopfes do what Jesus teach, to live good lives. After dying, 
if you deserve, you go to God. To Christians to be with God is perfect 
happiness, is heaven." . . . 

"Mr. lto. What wit1 happen to you, after you die?" 
"Many road leading heaven, Sara-chan. Your God making 

peoples different, nut all same. Why you think He make so, if He want 
only one kind of pwptes in heaven. Ito thinking, different pop& put in 
wodd to show different roads to heaven." . . . 

"What about the war, Mr. Ito. Why is war in the planr 
"Perhaps to teach men how goal peace is and to try harder for it. 

In perfect wclrld with perfect men there be no war. Btrt men not perfect. 
Men stilf on road." (GarFigue, 1985, pp. 1 14-1 18) 

5 Refers to a previous. urpubiisfreb classroom nmel study unit by the author with her  own grade 
w students. 
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Ganrigw's portrayal of the old Japanese gardener is so poignant and touching 

M it Is sure to have a iasZjng impad on many yow j readers. 

tfdofiunatety, not afi sf the characters featured in Garrigue's novel are so 

weit devefcpd. fn fact, some secondary characters Swim to have been hastily 

paftkxdarly true of the character of Uncle Duncan whose character is included 

to rapresent the popukr sentiments of many white Britjsh Coiumbians during 

the war: 

Unck Duncan got vefy red  in the face. "You'd think he'd have turned 
Christian after thirty years in Canada. You know, Jean, 1 can't understand 
why the Japs don't assimilate better. They seem determined to hang on 
to ail their old customs even though they're Canadians now. They should 
behave like Canadians instead of carrying on all these antiquated ways. . 
. ." (pp. 30-3 I )  

U& Dumn's anger towar& the Japanese after the bombing of Pearl 

Harbour leads to his rash decision to fire Mr. lto and later to work on the B.C. 

Seewity Commission, the orwnizi~ csmmlttee which mobilized the 

evacuation of Japanese Canadians. His speech justifying the creation of 

"Wefi, as you know, all Japanese men between the ages of 
eighteen and forty have already been shipped out. Today we received 
authorization from Ottawa to ship the rest of them. Everyone of Japanese 
background is to go, every man jack of 'em." 

"Good have&'  said Aunt Jean. "' ,lere are thousands in 
Vancouver abne. You don't mean all of them? Not the Canadians? 

He nodded. "The whofe bunch, Canadian-born or not, citizens or 
not. ttfs the wJy way. We've got to a d  quickly. It's for their own good as 
much as anything else. Ugly feeling is building more and more wery 
bay, ~ % t h  the trad news from Singapore and Burma.". . . 

Aunt Jean looked anxbusly after her. "Where will they be sent, 
Duncan?* 

"We're getting camps ready up in the mountains. There are places 
up ffiro~gh there that have been virtui;lfly ghost towns since the mining 
petwed out. it keep - propdy &dated. m d  it ma@t even help 



the towns revive a bit to 
wit1 wed taxi, &thing, 
shopkeepers." (p.73) 

I have a bunch of new people arrive. The inmates 
that sort of thing - it'll h i p  the focai 

Uncle Duncan's actions towards the ltos and his indifference to the plight of 

west mast Japanese Canadians make it somewhat difficult to believe his abrupt 

change of heaft at the 4 of the novel. When he di,csoovers his niece Sara at 

the internment camp and sees the squalor in which the Ito family is living, he is 

ito, Ganigue seems, once again, to be using the character of Uncle Duncan as 

a type, to represent thft feei'mgs of the general populace. This time his speech 

the war: 

"I'm so sorry, Helen. So sorry.. . It's the war. Pearl Harbour took us 
by surprise. We feared invasion.. .There was no time to think things out or 
separate the innooent from guilty. .It was a question of defence against 
sabotage ..." (p.158) 

tt may be said that history is an iflustration of the hwnan experience. In 

order fw a mvet to succeed as historical fiction it must allow the reader to 

experience the past vicariously and personally (Ciamido, 1981 j, through 

characters who are believable and interesting. Furthermore, characters in 

histmica1 fiction, rather than simplifying the issues and promoting 

generaiizations itbut histocicai events, s;hautd compel young readers to 

papmi fp&m b in kWmW fktiotl, styb is pxhps  even more 

ftmbmental to the suooess of a story than it is in cmtmporary fidion becaw, 

me setting, is a key ekrnmt h recreating an autkmk, acxttlate and 



bikvabfe past. 

fn his articfe featuring, "Sqgestims for Evslcczting H:storiml Ficticny', 

Donetson (1989) discusses style by identrfying what flaws poor historical fiction 

may featwe. One af ?he flaws Lte examines is "awkward narration and 

exposition". Awkwardness in writing style is evident, for example, if an author 

attempts to teach histoy through contrived conversations between characters. 

f he emphasis here is on the plausibiIi@ of any given conversation; one must 

ask whether it is natural and believable that the characters i~volved would 

discuss historical facts in a particutar situation and setting, In A Child in Prison 

Camp, for example, many of the conversations between adults focus on the 

pcliiticaf climate of the Gmes and the reactions of Japanese Canadians 

Interms to dwisbns made by We pvenment. it seems rrnuerstandable that 

Takashirna would include these types of mersations. The book is written in 

diary form, from the perspectrve of a young child who overhears the 

conversations of adults around her and struggles to understand their meaning. 

In the setting of the internment camp, updates of the war were based on the odd 

newspaper story and rumours spread by word of mouth. The adults living in 

the camps were concerned about national and international issues and the 

effects they would have on their present living conditions, as well as their future 

in Canada. These adutt internees, most of whom were jobless and frustrated, 

felt a f w d  to talk about current events and the issues invdved. Their 

con\cersatians in the novel seem natural and believable and ?hey add a degree 

& tension and drama. 

Bfos [I 985) uses the term "overstuffed sentencesB to describe what she 

axs%&s swam in mation. Overstuffed sentences refers to dauses 

of historid Momation which are intrdmed in the novel in an intctfsive and 



unnatural way: "awkward facts calt attention to themselves and may be so 

begin to question whether they have been included because they are vital to 

the plot, or simply to educate young readers on the facts of history. in the 

following conversation, Helen shares with Sara what has happened to the Ito 

famiiy. it is difficult to believe that a proud Japanese Canadian woman would 

be so frank about intimate family matters with an outsider, especially one as 

young as Sara: 

She hzrlded Sara her tes, and while Sara drank it, Helen talked 
about what had happened to them since Pearl Harbour. Her brother 
George had been arrested, taken away without a chance to even pack a 
suitcase, ard his fishing b a t  had been confiscated by the government. 
Henry, too, was gone, sent to a road gang with the first batch of Japanese 
men, forcing his wlie to sell their farm at a loss, bemuse so many farms 
were on the market at the same time. "And we've had to sell my father's 
truck b e u s e  we Japanese are not allowed to have cars anymore. And I 
was fired from my jobw Angry tears choked Helen's voice. "We are 
treated like criminals! Worse than criminals, for they at least receive a 
trial and get a chance to prove heir innocence!" 

Mrs- Ito M d  up her hand. "is enough, ifelen. Sara-chan little girl. 
We not bother her Mtll Our trouMes." (Garrigla, 1385, p. 82) 

Another, perhaps more obvious, flaw in historical fiction relates back to 

the appropriateness d historicat details in the story. If an author has not done 

thufqh  research and is not oornpktety familiar with the particular time period 

in which the story takes place, anachronisms may be evident, even to a younger 

reader. Anachronisms can include iilugical combinations of people, speaking 

sty& cx social vattres from different time periods (Donetson, 1989, p. 170). 

Historical fiction writers are faced with an even greater &afIenge mn 
aulSlors uf contemporary fiction when establishing - the tune of their story. Whiie 

earfy works of children's historical fiction were characterized by sophisticated 



prose and long passages of historical fact, contemporary historical fiction must 

keep up with the times in order to appeal to today's chiidren: -Writers wnose 

storm take place in a historicaf setting must find a way to integrate appropriate 

tanguage and writing style and maintain the integrity of their stories, without 

losing the interest of modern young readers. Blos refers to this as finding "the 

most correct negotiation between our time and the story's" (1985, p. 39j. The 

stories and novels written abut  the interment seem to have succeeded in 

reaching this delicate balance between historical style and and modern literary 

appeal, without compromising historic& accuracy. The task was perhaps made 

easier for the authors featured in this study since, unlike stories written about a 

very distant past, the internment occurred a mere fifty years ago. Still, it is 

apparent that these a W r s  were aware of subtle differences between the 

speaking styles of the 1940s and our om,  and adjusted the dialogue in their 

stories amrdingfy. The wioufful expressions used by Aunt Jean in The 

Etmaf Spring of Mr- !to will pro&&!)! remind young readers of their own 

grandmother's style of language: 

"James D u m n  Camerun! You go and take off those argyle socks this 
minute. if you're not standing in this hall in decent grey ones in two 
shakes of a lamb's taii, there'li be no Sunday dinner on your plate today!" 
(Garrigue, 1985, p. 38). 

In historical fiction the w W s  styfe must be both a reftection and an 

The reader will then come away with the feeling that he or sfie has been 



the everyday life of #me who lived in the past. 

THE MORUfTY OF NARRATIVE STRUCTURK 

Burton (1 969) has said that the prime object of writing an historical novel 

is an exercise of the heart rather than the head. Burtan believes that children's 

historicai fiction authors write stories as an extension of their own human 

sympathies. This brings us back to what Levstik calls the "emotionally charged 

context" of narrative and raises the thorny issue of morality in historical fiction. 

In the following pages, the autmr will address two questions: Is it possibie for 

historical fiction to portray historical events in a completely balanced and 

tinbiased manner? How does our present perspective b a r  u p n  our ability to 

interpret historical truth and develop opinions of right and wrong? 

7 he first question faquires us to reexamine some of the elements of good 

historical fiction discussed earlier. Obviously, in order to be responsible 

historical fiction, a story abut the past must accurately depict people and 

events and demonstrate a faithfulness to historical facts. Stories must also 

avoid simpfifications and stereotypes which could influence the way in which 

children view a particular historical episodes. However, it is doubtful that 

fiction, or for that matter any historical writing, can remain moralistica~ly neutral 

fn its portiayal of the past- The m y  act of writing is, according to mvelist 

Katherine Paterson, a type of self-judgment. "If a paitiarlar novel or poem or 

story pronounces judgment cm the society in which the writer lives, it must do so 

iriecarsse the writer is a part of that society and she has in this writing searched 

frer sour (Patem, f 993, p. 6f ). Amthix chiidren's author, Jean Fritz, 

comments on the i m m l i t y  of complete objectbrity in historical writing: "the 

r-ingofhistoryisaf mms&yasetedivept.ocess.. . 'tt'reverytntth'isatbet3E 

mfy a pa-l truth* (I 381, p. 81 ). 



tintii WorM War I, only the heroic history of the western world was taught 

to children; lessons highlighted the brave deeds of our ancestors and if the 

motives and actions of our forefathers were in any way questionable, those 

episodes of history were typically omitted from the lessons (Haugaard, 1979). 

The primary purpose of history was to teach nationalistic pride, not to cast doubt 

on the integrity of historic figures who waged battles, explored new worlds and 

defended the honour of the country. Hence, children were presented with what 

Haugaard refers to as "selected truthn whenever history was taught to them. 

"English children muid be proud of the Empire, for they were told little that 

would cause them not to be, just as American children were taught to view the 

conquest of the West as one glorious adventure" (p.698). This anituda towards 

our past may also explain why in British Columbia, prior to the 1980s, the 

internment of Japanese Canadians was absent from social studies text books. 

Today, however, t h m  is a call to teach history in a different manner. 

Many historic figures who were or?= cofisidered heroic are now seen as 

villains in an educational environment which is becoming increasingly more 

poiitiwity correct. Christopher Csiumbus, for example, at one time admired as 

the brave explorer who discovered America, is now seen by many as a ruthless 

imperialist and oppressor of Native Americans. Does this mean that children 

are now being presented with a more honest version of historgr? Haugaard 

uses the metaphor of a film projector in answering this question: students may 

get a truer picture of histray when the projector beam shines its light on the less 

heroic aqwS of wr past, twt young people are still being presented with only 

a selected truth. 'Somecwre has directed a spottight upon the past, and the child 

is under the illusion ttrat he is seeing a complete picturen (p. 688). 



historical information is also evident in chiMrenYs historical fiction, where b r  at 

coliective past. 

in many ways, the writing of historical fiction has paralleled not only 
developments in fiction, but in historical scholarship too. In both 
disciplines one finds that new and revisionist points of view abound, that 
heroes are not sacrosanct, that old biiefs are labelted misbeliefs, and 
that emphasis is gbm to new kinds of details. (Blos, 1985, p. 38) 

in children's historical f i o n ,  as in the teaching of history itself, young students 

are being presented with a more modern, yet still subjective, version of 

historical facts. True historians know that all historical material is suspect to a 

ceitain degree (Haugaard, 19791, and that personal prejudis will affect the 

writing of history, even in textf>ooks. Likewise, children's historical fiction 

authors write about the past from their own personal perspectnte, a position 

which is naturatiy influenced by religious, cultural or political bdiafs. 

Selectively written history is meant to appeal to the most basic emotions and 

chikffm in particular respond motionalty to any injustice they read about in 

history, whether it is in a text or a story. 

However, &ere is an important distinction to be made between the 

emotional response of children when they read history in textbook form and 

when they read about historfed events through historical fiction. In the 

introduction to this chapter it was noted that Levstik had observed, from many 

case studies, that children tend not to be spontaw~sty critical of historb1 

Wtim. Yamg students may easily qtiestion the, validity d textbook history 



compelling picture book or novel, their identification witt-r mrtain characters and 

Wir emotionaf atbstwrrent to the story, causes them to lose sight of the 

s u b m e  mtum of his&xf ai fimn ji8vstik 1986, 1888, I99Oj. SO, while 

historical fi ctbn does provide &i@reri with historieaf information, that 

information is "strongly cobred by the author's point of view and the reader's 

identification with particular ck;wters" (Levstik, 1986, p. 16). Moreover, 

Levstik's stdies indicate that chiJdrenSs moral indignation is more greatly 

aroused by historical narrative than by tex3mok history. 

Researehers stam to agree c;n two impoftant points. First, narrative 

history is more subjective than expository texts (White, 1980; Levstik, 1989). 

Some academics even suggest that historical fiction is intentionally moralistic, 

*every historkat narrative has as its latent or manifest purpose the desire to 

rncralize the events af which it treats" (Whiie, 1980, p. 18). Others claim that in 

writing about history Woligh storks, authors arbitrarily impose a certain truth 

upon readers (Kerrnade, 1980, p. 90). Yhe subjective, and pemps moralizing 

nature af historical f i n  is cause for cowern. Because chikiren respond so 

ernoiionaiiy to stories, they are uWie to recognize and be spontaneousfy 

critical of the subjwtivlty and moral voice in historical fiction. This is precisely 

why LevSfik sees the mmaf impact of history as literahire as probfernatic 

(bwstik, 1986, p. I Fj), and why she has directed her recent research towards 

exploring the need for teacher mediation whenever children's fiction is used to 

Beach history (Levstik, 19139, 1990). In the next chapter, the author will examine 

suggested ways in which teachers can medjate between the subjective nature 

af iittxature and Wr s&dmBI in mkw to pram@, within the classroom, a more 

-re h-tstorical u-ming. 

The second point, &en disatsserd in recent research, coneem the issue 



of historical revisicriism (Seixas, 1994, p. =I), particularly in narrative and 

popular representations of the past. As noted eartier in this section, the study of 

history, and subseqrte~tiy the writing of historical fiction, have both undergone 

phitosophicat changes over the past few years. fn their search for historical 

truth, it may be said that historians and fiction writers alike are becoming more 

critical of the past, of traditional viewpoints and of important figures in history. 

Historkal wrlting is becoming more poiiticaity correct, with a greater emphasis, 

on the injustices perpetrated by traditional social orders, and on the violation of 

minonty groups' rights throughout history. However, in their passion for 

exposing the wrongs of our ancestors, historians and writers of historical fiction 

nay in k t  be imps@ own present day valu- upon the past. "And j u t  

as ttte past casts its shadow into the future, so does the present bear upon the 

historian's study of the past" (Haugaard, 1979, p. 700). It is easy, in reading 

history, to be critical of the actions and motives of an earlier generation when 

we judge them from our modem perspective. Times have changed and what 

was once considered right or necessary by our parents may now be looked 

upon by us as an abominable mime against humankind. Furthermore, by 

focussing on the injustices committed against certain people in the past, the 

context in which historical events took place may be fargotten or overlooked. 

The Japanese Canadian and American internment illustrates well how 

presentism in historical fiction can effect our interpretation of histurical events. 

All uf the books included in this study are unequivocally sympathetic to the 

plight d the Japanese. The t a u s  in all them is on the human side of what 

happened in 1942, the separation of family members, the Loss d material goc#ls 

itnd the hardsnips endwed in the intemmefii camps. W i  the 

nature of these events, or the Watson af constitutional rights, it must be noted 



that the authors of the Japanese internment b k s  spend very iittie time 

explaining the context in which ihe et'eriis took piace. The w:?d was at war 

and Japan was commrttirrg atrocious crimes in South East M a .  After the 

bombing of Pearl Harbour, the people on the west coast took the threat of attack 

by the Ji3panese Army very seriously. We can look back on the events of 1942 

with contempt and criticism because we know now what was not known then: 

there was no evidence of spies living among the Japanese Canadians and 

Americans, or of any irtdiilidrtals willing to assist the Japanese Army in attacking 

the msf. The tragedy of the internment camps is that they were completely 

unnecessary and violated the rights of innocent people. However, the 

politicians and military decision makers of 1942 did not have the advantage of 

hindsigM and many may Rave acted in what they believed were the best 

interests of all concerned. When children read stories about the internment, 

their emotional attachmeii to key characters causes them to be naturally 

sgrmpatbtic towards the victims of this episode in history. Just as young 

studects do not spontaneously question the subjective naiure of the writing 

bet se of their emotional attachment to the story, likewise they have difficulty 

recognizing when authors, or they themselves, have applied present-day 

values to judge historical events. Once agah, teacbr intervention is crucial in 

helping students broaden the projector light beam which has been so narrowly 

foctfssed, and to understand the larger context in which an historical event took 

place. 

CONCLUSION 

HMMicai fiction as a genre is generalty expeeted to adhere to a common 

set of charactmistics. Novefs and stories considered historical fiction should 

indude an authentic and detailed description of historical setting, an exciting 



plot that revolves around genuine historicai events, weli developed characters 

who come alive as befievabk people, and a style of writing which accurately 

reflects the historical setting. fn order to produce quality historical fiction for 

children, authors must do extensive research in order to become so familiar with 

the past that they can skiffuliy interweave historical fact into a plausible story 

which will appeal to young readers. Classroom teachers can promote the 

reading of quality historical fiction by evaluating books according to the above 

characteristics and selecting only those stories which meet the requirements of 

quality historical fiction. Of course, the true test of any chiidren's book is the 

response of young readers thernsefves to a story. Even those stories which 

educators and critics might consider brilliant will not be effective teaching tools 

in the history or language arts program if they are not weli liked by our students. 

The value of children's historical fiction is its "ability to transport children into a 

past that is believable, useful and interesting to them" (Jean Fritz quoted in Van 

Wet, 1992, p. 156). 

The subjective nature of narrative history, morality in historical fiction and 

the problem of presentism are issues of much concern. The final chapter in this 

study examines the need for teacher mediation whenever historical fiction is 

used to teach history, and outlines ciassroom strategies which may promote a 

more mature historical understanding in children. 



Chapter Five 

TOWARDS MATefRE HtSTORlCAL UNDERSTANDING: 
CLASSROOM STRATEGIES 

Much educational research in the past two decades has explored the 

value of integrating story into general teaching practice (Barton & Booth,i 990; 

Coles, 1989; Egan, 1986, 1992; R u m ,  1988). AIong with this interest in the 

general educational potential of narrative, a substantial amount of research has 

concentrated on the use of historical fiction, as a complement to textbooks and 

2.:he: traditional teaching metPads, within the sociai social curricuium (Blos, 

1985,1993; Ekozo & Tomfinson, 1986; Cianciolo, 1981 ; Danielson, 1989; 

Downey & Levstik, 1988; Johnson & Ebert, 1992; Levstik, 1986, 1989, 1990, 

1992; Nelson, 1994; R i c h p i s ,  Tamiinson & Tunnei, 1993; Savage & Savage, 

f 993, Tunnel, 1993). Three important conclusions may be drawn from the body 

of scholarship concerning the use of children's literature to teach history. 

First, as was noted in Chapter Three of this study, there is a strong 

pedagogical argument for including historical fiction trade books within social 

studies. Stories about the internment like Journey to Topaz bring history to life 

for children in a way that textbooks aione do not . Fiction provides readers with 

the humanizing detaiis of history; it emphasizes human motives, human 

problems and the consequences of human actions (Tornlinson, Tunnell & 

Richgels, 1993; Levstik, 1909.) The best historical stories stimulate the 

imagimtion and make history retevartt and meaningful (Cianciolo, 1 Wl), 

Unlike history textbooks which tend to present facts in a dry, impersonal 

manner, historical fiction embellishes the past with characters, like Garrigue's 

Mr. Ito, who come to fife as real people. Stories place history in a vivid setting 



and fete!! important events through an exciting, action-packed p!at (Tomlinson, 

Tunnel1 & Richgels, 1993). Some scholars have argued that nariative may be 

superior to traditional history textbooks in developing time and causation 

concepts in young children (Downey & Levstik, 1988). Finally, many 

researchers believe that historical fiction is a potent spur to historical interest 

and that it is more effective than are textbooks in shaping the historical 

understanding of young children (Levstik, 1990, 1993; Vanderhaeghe, 1987). 

Second, historical fiction appeals to children on a more emotional level 

than history textbooks. The affective nature of narrative history is viewed by 

some researchers as a positive feature; when children become emotionally 

conneCed to the stories they read, historical events become more significant 

and reading about them has a humanizing effect. "Students can feel empathy, 

fear, hope, prejudice, love, and joy in dealing with literary characters plzlceci in 

real-life human conflicts" (Heinly & Hilton, 1982, p. 221. In the case of the 

Japanese internment, stories !Ike A Child ir! Prison Camp or Naoml's Road help 

students undeistand the pain and humiliation experienced by Japanese 

famiiies who were uprooted from their homes and sent to live in overcrowded 

camps. 

Other researchers consider the emotional impact of historical fiction to 

be potentially problematic unless it is controlled by airect teacher intervention. 

Egan states that stories have the power to engage our emotions and our 

commitment, and that it is precisely this power which makes some people afraid 

of stories, particularly where young minds are involved. "The story's power to 

contribute to tolerance and a sense of justice needs to be balanced, of course, 

with its power to do the opposite as welln (1992, p. 55). Levstik also views the 

emotional impact of stories with a great deal of caution. Levstik found in her 



studies that historhi fiction enlists the emotional invoivement of children to t b  

point where stwknts are no longer able to analyze the story or the historical 

events with any sense of objectivity. Teacher mediation is required, according 

to Levstik, in order for children to recognize the subjective nature of fiction and 

the ethical or moral context created by the author and supported by the story's 

characters and events. Furthermore, teachers need to assist students in 

removing theinselves emotionally from the story in order to think carefully, and 

with a fair-minded attitude, about the historical issues presented in narrative 

(Levstik, 1990). When discussing the internment, for example, students need to 

step back from the ernotionai context of the stories at some point, anu examine 

the events from a more global perspective. Teachers can assist in this task by 

explaining the context of World War If and the history behind the Japanese 

invasions in South-East Asia, both of which were significant factors in creating 

an atmosphere of fear and insecurrty on the west coast. 

A third conclusion which may be drawn from the research into historical 

fiction concerns the way in which children judge stories for historical accuracy. 

Once again, Levstik's research provides evidence that using historical fiction in 

the classroom must be carefujfy oontrolfed with teacher intervention. During her 

f 986 ciassroom study, tevstik observed that, while students consistently 

challenged the accuracy of textbooks, they were unable or unwilling to doubt 

the truthfulness of the stories tlmt had touched them emotionally. In fact, 

children tended to use the stories, rather than the textbooks, as the definitive 

source for fiistorilcal tnrth. Letrstik mncimki in her research that the wnge of 

irdubwfe t f b i  trammittt so M ~ i i i d y  by a good story may ovepww the 

r W & s  m m  for hi%MM accuracy 1:: h dass:- stud)) =f The Eternal 

Spdng of Mr. Ito, mdents were so convinced of the novet's trath that they lost 



sight of the fictional nature of the story. Once again, mediation between 

students and historicat narrative is necessary in order to teach children to 

approach narrative portrayals of history as cautiously as they would a textbook. 

The observations made by Levstik help educators understand both the 

appeal of narrative history, and the way children respond to historical literature. 

With only minimal teacher intervention (directing students to certain novels for 

example), students' initial responses to historical fiction tend to be emotional 

rather than critical or anatyiicai. Fumermore, after reading an especially 

moving story about the past, students seem reluctant to doubt the historical 

accuracy of the information presented. 

if students are to move beyond their initial emotionai responses to 

historical literature, they must tearn to critically analyze what they read. 

Students need to become aware of the subjectivity of histofmi information, 

especially in fictional format, and of the personal bias which authors inevitably 

bring to their writing. A specific classroom context which promotes the use of a 

wide range of reading materials, fosters sharing and discussion, and develops 

the skills of critical reading and thinking will enable students to judge historical 

issues from an informed and fair-minded position. The remainder of this 

chapter is devoted to providing educators with classroom strategies to facilitate 

mature and analytical responses to historical fiction. 

PROVIDt MG MULTt PLE RESOURCES 

The dassroom environment shuuld provide for a variety of fiction material 

inctuding novels, picture books, poetry and films where available. In addition, 

students shuufd have access to non-fiction resources of historical information 

such as textbooks, ~ y d ~ s ,  magazines, newspapers, videos, G D  Roms 

and other muftimedia resources. When studerrts are exposed to a variety of 



both fictional and non-fictioml resuums, t h y  are able to read abut the sams 

Yopic from different perspectives. Students should also be encouraged to 

discover other sources of historical information from within the community, 

including librarians, history experts, or individuals who have directly 

experienced historical events. When studying the Japanese Canadian 

internment, a teacher might invite war veterans and/or Japanese citizens who 

were interned to speak t~ the class. A wide variety of resource materials is 

necessary in establishing a critical reading program (Ross, 1981, p. 31 1) since 

it provides students with the material necessary for comparing facts, confirming 

information and solving disputes over historical accuracy (Levstik, 1990, p. 

851). A wealth of information books within the classroom fosters further 

research and is a necessary component of a learning environment which 

promotes critical anziysis of historical information. 

Teachers also need to allow ample time for independent and teacher- 

directed reading within the aaify schedule. Students benefit from exposure to 

histor!ca! novels or picture hooks read along with the teacher, but they also 

need time for making personal choices regarding historical fiction. In some 

cases, students' choices may be limited by specific historical topics (i.e., during 

social studies periods), but the selection of books for independent reading 

(during ianguage arts blocks) should be left up to the students themselves. 

Students who are ir?',erested in a particular period of history should, however, 

be encouraged to read more than one fictional account of that event in order to 

make comparisons and expand their understanding of the issues involved. If 

the use of historical fiction is to move beyond the enrichment stage of making 

the past come alive, children must have access to a number of trade books on 

the same historical topic. Only then will they begin to appreciate that events 



are interpreted in various ways and that comparative reading can yield to them 

a irif;;;med p i n t  of view (bhrnzn & Hayes, $985, p. 166). 

PROVtOtNG SHARWG AND REFLECTION OPPORTUNITIES 

The classroom context should cultivate a "community of learners" 

(Levsti k, 1 986, p. 1 4) by proMding opportunities during the day for discussion 

and sharing of historicat Mormation. The concept of literary experience should 

be extended to incorporate not only reading, but also reflection, personal 

response, and exchanging ideas inspired by the reading. 

Aidan Chamber$, in his book Tel; Me, says that the "act of reading lies in 

talking about what you have read' (Chambers, 1993, p. 15). This is particularly 

true in the case of historical fiction, where multiple perspectives are often 

presented on diffictllt and sensitive historical issues. Students need time to 

ponder those issues, develop their own opinions and then test, modify or retain 

those ideas through interaction with other resources and other readers. 

Teachers need to encourage sharing in informal situations such as small 

group discirssions, Pru~idifig ih~iight-piWi;kiiiCj questions am! retkdion t~pics 

guide discussions and ensure the quality of sharing opportunities. These types 

of questions also de-emphasize shallow responses to literature such as "I liked 

this story" or "I though the book was exciting" by promoting in their place more 

in-depth and thoughtful responses. While discussing books about the 

clapanese internment, for example, teachers might want to propose questions 

for reflection such as: Do you think the B.C. government was justified in 

evacuating Japanese Canadians from the west coast? Was the internment a 

result of racism in B.C. during the 1940s or a necessary measure of national 

security? Do you think this historical event would have been told differently by 

another narrator? How do textbook versions of the internment differ from the 



way it is presented in literature? Throughout these discussions, teachers 

stio~iri praise sirjdenis wtm demonstrate a wiiiingness to ihinic careiuily about 

issues, share ideas, tisten to others' mnions and explore topics through further 

research. 

Folfowing group shzring opportunities, format response ideas might 

include journal writing, conferences with the teacher, book reviews, creative 

writing assignments and art projects. After reading books on the internment, 

students night be asked to write journal entries from drfferent characters' 

perspectives in order to understand how different individuals reacted to the 

same events. Other ideas indude having students write interviews with 

characters from novels, develop different newspaper reports about the 

internment from oppasing perspectives (i.e., one article for "Japan town NewsJ' 

and another for the "Vancouver SunJ') or explore the internment visually by 

creating, as Hamanaka did, a time-line in mural form. These formal responses 

to literature allow children to explore, define and express their own thoughts 

&out historicai topics. 

Whenever history is taught, the classroom environment should promote 

the ideas that striving to know more about a historical topic is important, that 

truth is not absolute, arrd above ail, that there are many possible perspectives to 

a given issue. The fundamental and essential ingredient in developing critical 

readers is a classroom atmosphere where different values and many points of 

v i m  are acceptablen (Lehman & Hayes, 1985, p. 169). 

PROMOTING CRITICAL READING AND THINKING CAPACITIES 

!t is the criticz! thinker, a ~ d  by eg8nsion, the criticat reader, wthA! is 
least likely to be waylaid by misinformation and bias. Certainty, 
students who can develop the capacity to read critically will have 
acquired a means to recognize divergent points of view and to 
support one or another with reason and clarity by evaluating 



There is no dichotomy between teaching the facts of history and 

developing the skills of thinkfag crlcaliy about them (Reed. 1989). Scholarship 

in #e area of reading prc#=ess provides educators with an insight into the 

concept of critical reading and the notion of critical analysis as it is applied to 

narrative history. Research from as far back as thirty years ago had already 

formutated a definition for critical reading, as well as a rationale for 

incorporating this important skill into the cuniculum (Ennis, 1964; Karlin, 1967; 

Dale, 1967). 

Reading comprehension may be understood to include three sequential 

stages: literal reading or understanding the denotation of words, ideas or 

sentences in context, ififtepetive reading or obtaining deeper meaning not 

directly stated in the text, and critical reading or evaluating the quality, value, 

amracy and truthfulness of what is read (Wolf, King & Huck, 1968). Critical 

reading may be defined as "an anafytical, evaluative type d reading in which 

ttte reader analyzes and judges both the Gontent of the selection and the 

effectiveness with which it is stated" fp. 442). In becoming criticai readers, 

children need to be taugM specific skills and must adogt a certain attitude 

towards the material they read. Criticat reading involves judging the 

~i~ and wofth of a text, as we1 as "searching fur the purposes 

undertying the author's message and making rational judgements about what is 

read based upon valid criteria* (p. 442). In simple tenns, critical reading may be 

thaght of as criticat thinking applied to all types of written material, including 



students are to react tinsqhgully to printed material (Ross, 1961). However, 

researchers generaffy agree that children do not reach this higher level of the 

reading process unless they are "led there by teachers who direct them, 

through inquiry &nd reiiection, to demand acccwntability of available material" 

(Lehman & Hayes, 1985, p. 165). in order to develop their own set of standards 

for evaluation of books, and become critical readers, chiidren need to be taught 

specific skifis and given opportunities within the classroom to practise and 

perfect those skiiis: "the ability to analyze and evaluate ideas does not develop 

naturally as a concomitant of chronological age. Rather, critical reading 

Mhaviour is learned and proper systematic instruction is the skiiis that 

contribute to it are necesarf  (Wolf, King & Huck, p. 440). 

Lehman and Haps (1985) beiieve that critical reading skills must be 

taught as soon as students haw the capacity to internalize historical concepts 

and opinions and make judgements on them. It is recommended by many 

researchers that instruction and practise in critical reading be initiated in the 

upper intermediate grades and that it be an on-going part of the process of 

securing me. -ig whenever children are reading. "f vatuation occurs at every 

stage of reading as the reader selects suitable information and rejects the 

unsuitable, interprets a descriptive phrase, recognizes the techniques of 

persuasion, or analyzes plot development" (Wolf, King & Huck, p. 440). 

Severat models for effective teaching of criticat reading skifls have been 

developed over the years. Lehman and Hayes (1985) synthesized previously 

devised reading models in order to create their own strategy for teaching critical 

reading of historical materia!. Tkir strategy for reading criticatly involves: three 

stages which they refer to as the Plan, Probe and Ponder Phases. Each of 

these stages invukes specSfic skills and attitt#ies which are fostered by an 



unckriying teaching primipte and reinforced with appropriate classroom 

ad!vities ( p. 167). The Plan Phase is the prereading $?age where questions 

and ideas are generated in order to help students an4cipate what they will learn 

and develop an objective frame of mind in reading a.. listening to othm' 

opinions. The Probe Phase involves information research strategies which 

allow students to examine what they are reading and to explore other relevant 

material. The Ponder Phase may be thought of as post-reading contemplation 

where students cxtfirw previous knowledge with what they are reading, and 

evaluate and compare material. 

While other researchers have proposed critical reading models with 

three sequential stages of readiness, reading and response (Holmes & Ammon, 

19851, the three phases of Lehman and Hayes' model are not necessarily 

consecutive, but are an ongoing part of the reading process. In this way, 

Lehman and Hayes' model is similar to the cyclical model proposed by Levstik 

(1990) who emphasizes subjective response followed by critical analysis and 

reinforcement Llrotgh afi wo* a M  cre&!ve writing pro;ects. 

Children need to develop certain skills and attitudes in order to become 

critical readers. Researchers have identified a number capacrties considered 

necessary for the critical reading of historical fiction. These capacities, which 

overlap Lehman and Hayes' Plan, Probe and Ponder stages, incorporate both 

mect"tanical skills and mental attitude. They include activating prior knowledge, 

suspending judgement, generating questions for reflection and research, 

checking and comparing sources, developing research skills, developing 

witeria for evaluation of hisbricai fiction, acknowledging the subjectivity of 

historical fiction, rejecting monocausality in historical theories, exploring the 

wncept of presentism in historical writing and developing historical empathy- 



The uitirnate goat of fostering these skills and attitudes is to assist children in 

dewtoping a maitre unrieistanding ti hisiorimi issues and a fair-minded 

attitude towards the past. f he foilowing sections explore these capacities and 

propose appropriate teaching strategies and classroom activities. 

Activatina Prior Knowledwe 

Before students begin reading historical fiction, it is important for teachers 

to prepare them intellectuaiiy and ernotionaity. lntelfectual preparation involves 

activating prior knowledge and creating a context for further tearniag. Teachers 

can use strategies such as brainstorming, discussions, or word associations to 

focus attention on the topic, and motivate students to learning more about a 

particular period in history (Hotmes & Ammon, 1985, p. 368). During these 

preliminary activities, studmts come to recognize what they already know, 

through prior learning and previous experience. They aiso begin to share their 

knowledge with felfow classmates. The teacher acts as a facilitator, 

encouraging input of ideas, eliciting questions from students (a key component 

in criticai inquiryj and directing the discussion towards ~ e y  issues which may be 

dealt with in the historical fiction books. Before reading a story about the 

Japanese internment, for example, a teacher might activate prior knowledge by 

asking students to list words or events which they associate with World War ill or 

by having students brainstorm ideas about the Japanese culture. The 

objectkes of these types of prereading classroom activities include having 

students recognize themsetves as sources of information (a precursor to the 

establishment of peer experts within the dass,), debunking any historical myths 

or misinformation abwt a pitrticufar historical period or figure, and stimulating 

an interest in reading and learning more about a topic. 



SusoenOf na Judaemn? 

Emotionai preparaBon hvalves making students aware ~f genera! 

attitudes and values, ar,d encouraging them to keep an open mind while 

reading about an historical topic and listening to others. Students need to 

recognize that their own ideas are often based on personal (or family) opi~ions, 

and perhaps previous experience. They should recwnize - and respect :t ffad 

that authors and other students may have different values and view historical 

Issues in a Merent, or even oppusing, way. Suspending judgement at the 

beginning stage of critical reading is crucial if students are to make fair 

evaluations of reading materiats (Lehrnan & Hayes, 1985, p. 167). Students 

need to learn to keep an open mind and listen respecffutly to other points of 

view. Activities aimed at ac~ompfisiting the task of emotional preparation might 

include opinion sunteys, debates and class discussions abut experiences 

which have had a signiGficaM impact on students. These experiences might 

include films, books, or encounters with special people who were influential 

enough ta make S~&er!ts tfevebp opinions (of form new ones) about certain 

issues. These types of activities encourage students to remain Open to new 

Scfeas, to accept that everyone views history from different points of view and to 

understand that personat perspectives are formed by unique life experiences. 

Generatina Questions for Ref kction and Research 

The process of questioning teaches the individual to doubt established 
Y t r W R ,  to reexamine acquired kmwfedge, and to question information. 
Ttbe abifity tu ask questhlcls for omself enhances an individual's status as 
a free human being. {Rosennrreig, 1982, p. 62) 

In order for shrdersts to prepare ttremselves for further research  and to 

&vebp the halsit of reacting histwIcal material with a csitical, inquiring attitude, 



of questions give fwus to the reading of historical texts and provide a 

framework for sarcning for more information about a topic (iehman & Hayes, 

f 985, p. f 67). Teachers can model this skill by proposing key study questions, 

helping the class design questions as a group, and assisting individual students 

in developing investigative questions to guide reading and research. These 

questions should be open-ended and involve ana!ysis, synthesis and 

evatuation of reading material in order to stimulate critical thinking (p. 167). 

When a class is reading noveis about the Japanese internment, higher- 

order questions aimed at guiding students' reading and research might include: 

From whose perspective is the story being told? What prior experiences or 

cultural background of the author might have influenced the way the story is 

told, or the way certain characters are portrayed? Is the author providing us 

with the big picture or only a narrow view of the historical events involved in this 

issue? What other worfd events were occurring at the same time as the 

internment? These types of questions compel students to reflect carefully as 

they are reading and encourage them to investigate historical topics further. 

Checking and Comparing Sources 

As students read historical fiction, it is important that they learn to check 

suurces for such elements as the author's qualifications and background, the 

date of publication, and ar?y relevant information about the publisher. With 

proper guidance, and specifically planned activities, students can develop the 

skills needed to evaluate an author's background knowledge of a topic, as well 

as his or her historical competence and possible personal bias. Students will 

&so learn where to find significant information about an author's competema 

and how to evaluate it (Ross, 1981, p. 3 I I f . Activities aimed at checking a 

write's experience and education might inctude reading excerpts from books 



about authors (such as Kovacs and Prefler's Meet the Authors and Illustrators), 

chscking h k  jackets, chatting with librarians and other literary authorities, or 

writing to authors and asking specific quesiions. In the classroom study of The 

Edernal Spring of Mr. /to, for example, students wrote to Garrigue to ask her how 

she (an American) could write so vividly, and with such detail, about B.C. in the 

1940s. Garrigue responded personalty to each student in the class, explaining 

that she had spent part of her childhood in Vancouver, and that, in fact, she had 

based the character of Sara on herself as a child. 

Comparing sources is another skill which is highly recommended by 

many of the rcxww!!ers w k  promob crltlca! anafysis of Nstorical ficaon. 

Classrooms which are well stacked with many children's trade books (both 

fiction and non-fiction sources), as well as traditional textbooks, encyclopedias 

and primary sources of historical information (newspapers, diaries, 

autobiographies, old newspapers) provide the best environment f ~ r  stimulating 

in children a reflex for systernatkalty checking and comparing sources. In 

cases of historical inaccuracies, or when two different historical fiction sources 

seem to contradict one another in terms of historical information, students can 

check the dates of pubtication, as well as the reputation of the publishers, just 

as they would when checking and comparing non-fiction sources such as 

texltmks and encyclopedias. 

Teachers also play a key role in fostering this skill by promoting the use 

af multiple sources of information, rather than a single textbook or a single 

histoficai novei (ievstik, 1986, IWO), and by empowering skidents with a 

d ~ i ~  of ~ e ~ i i r ~  and trte c-&m-tunity to evaiuate historitxi resouroes fur 

thernsetves. "By comparing and evduating sources, students learn to judp 

the r&i-*iiity Of various types of materials. C d t k i  readers exanme a variew of 



materials, realizing that a statement supported by several authors is probably 

more reitable than an unsupported statement." (Ross, 1981, p. 31 I ). As 

children read and compare sources, they will inevitably discover historical 

discrepancies and inaccuracies. Their discoveries will serve to eliminate the 

notion of a single, final authority in historical study, and td promote the idea that 

history is interpretive and subjective. Critical, comparative reading of historical 

infomation, will stimuiate the systematic verification of printed materials, 

motivate students 20 further reading, and spark discussions and debates about 

historical issues. Children who are encouraged to compare and contrast 

differing viewpoints in their reading and research, are more likely to develop 

critical reading skiffs and define their own ideas (Holmes & Ammon, 1985, p. 

366). 

Developina Research Skil ls  

Research involves searching for relevant mzterials and gathering 

evidence. As stated above, providing students with a variety of ciassroom 

resources, rather than just a single textbook or historical fiction novel, will 

encourage the critical use of multiple sources of research materials and 

downplay the idea that some types of historical writing are more valid or 

authentic than others. More important than the act of searching for information 

though, is the ability to gather evidence for supporting specific ideas or theories. 

According to Lehman and Hayes (1985), this is a skill which is too often 

neglected at the elementary level. Students need to learn how to substantiate 

their ctairns and ideas with information they have found during their research, 

and to support their thinking through logic. This skill is also relevant when 

students are discussing novel elements and writing style with their teachers or 

peers. Activities aimed at encouraging students to systematically find evidence 



(examples or quotes) from their readinn J to va!idate their nplnlons wi!! enhance 

the quality of students' own writing in response to literature, and foster logical 

thinking. 

Deveio~lncr Criteria for Evaluation of Historical Fiction 

Having students develop and refine their own criteria for evaluation of 

sources is an important step in the critical reading cycle (Lehman & Hayes, 

1985, p. 166). In order for students to engage in the critical analysis of the 

books they read, they need to develop a set of criteria with which to evaluate 

and judge narrative history. The criteria for evaluating historical fiction should 

focus not only on historical accuracy/faithfulness (which will be revealed by 

careful, comparative reading), but also on important literary elements which 

may effect the way history is presented in story form. These elements include 

the literary components already examined in Chapter Four of this study (setting, 

plot, characterization and style), with a particular emphasis on the language 

and writing style of historical fictim. 

in the previous chapter, it was noted that in historical fiction style is a 

fundamental element in recreating an authentic, accurate and believable past. 

However, a writer's style can also be used to intentionally distort the truth or 

influence a reader's interpretation of historical events through careful 

manipulation of language(lehman & Hayes, 1985; Ross, 1981). Researchers 

have even suggested that some historical writers employ persuasive 

techniques such as propaganda, misrepresentation, omission and diversion in 

their writing in order to promote a certain version of history, or advance a 

personal cause (Ross, 1981, p. 31 3). Craig (1 989) claims that while narrative 

history has the most attractive appeal to readers, and is an efficient method of 

presenting history to children, this form of historical discourse is often biased by 



a writei's style: "even tPe mst Mwtke prmtiti~~wrs of the narrative form, or 

perhaps especially the must effective, are prone to omitting or minimizing the 

importance of facts and circumstances that interfere with its dramatic sweep" ( p. 

130). 

Careful analysis of language and writing style is an important component 

in critical reading, pai-tkularly where historical fiction is involved. Students 

need to learn to recognize the persuasive powers of language and to 

underand that words can sometimes be used to disguise or distort the truth 

(Lehman & Hayes, 1985). Teachers can promote the systematic analysis of 

language and writing style by developing classroom actiWes which familiarize 

students with persuasive techniques of writing. As students read historical 

fiction, they should learn to identify such subtle writing tactics as repetition, word 

associations, omission, diversion, and to understand that writing and language 

can be used for many purposes. Students need to ask themselves whether a 

particular author is writing to inform, entertain, persuade, denounce or convince, 

(Ross, 1981, p. 313), and whether the language used has been manipulated In 

order to promote the author's own bias. 

With proper guidance, practice and encouragement, stuclents can learn 

to evaluate historical fiction for the literary elements of setting, characterization, 

plot and style. While all of these components are important in the critical 

analysis of historica! narrative, language and writing style are particularly 

worthy of careful inquiry since they are possibly the most effective and subtle 

toots used by an author to influence a young child's interpretation of historical 

events. By posing critical questions as they read, checking and comparing 

resources, and evaluating language and writing style, students will begin to 

develop a personal set of criteria with which to judge narrative history. 



Acknowledging The SiibiectM'tv of Historicai Fiction 

Levstlk (1989) has s--td that histmica! narrative is c!ear!y more 

subjective than history written in expository form. Furthermore, the inherent 

subjectivity of historical fiction need not be viewed as a negative aspect of this 

form of history. While the textbook presents history in a distant and impersonal 

manner, historical narrative "invites a particular kind of speculation that is 

important in the development of a mature understanding cf history" (Levstik, 

1989, p. 11 6). Fiction moralizes history by creating confticts which often enlist 

the reader's identification with and sympathy for the protagonist in the story 

(Levstik, 1990), but stories also imply that historical events can be viewed from 

at least two possible (and often opposing) perspectives. Within the classroom 

teachers can encourage children to consider history from different perspectives 

through written exercises which explore opposing viewpoints. When reading 

stories about the internment: for example, students might be asked to write 

journal entries, letters or newspaper articles which illustrate the interpretation of 

events from the point of view of k t h  Japanese and nor;-Japanese characters. 

When teacher mediation and critical analysis are an integral part of reading 

historical fiction, children begin to expect history to be subject to interpretation 

and to involve moral, personaf and cuftural issues. This attitude towards past 

events is valuable if children are to gain any real understanding of history. 

Reiectina Monocausalitv in Historical Theories 

Just as students need to recognize that history may be interpreted in 

different ways and from different perspectives, they also need to realize that 

historical events have more than one muse. Historical fiction can help students 

grasp the compiexity of historical causation by promoting the idea that past 

events are triggered by many factors. However, even the best historical novels 



shouM be complemented by teacher mediation and classroom activities aimed 

at promotirg the idea that historicat events nave several causes (Craig, 1989). 

Classroom activities might include having students identify causes and effects 

of historical events through illustrated timelines which examine the underlying 

connections between world events, and developing "word wheels" which ask 

students to brainstorm reasons for particular historical events, based on the 

class's prior reading and research (Reed, 1989, p. 312). When studying the 

internment foi example, teachers might ask students to brainstorm, on a word 

wheel, possible causes for the evacuation. The contributions to ihe word wheel 

would be based primarily on students' prior knowledge, research and 

information learned from historical literature. Suggestions might include "the 

bombing of Pearl Harbour", "the aggressive policies of the Japanese army in 

South-East Asia", "the threat of invasion by the Japanese Army", "the need to 

tighten national security on the west coast", "fear of spies", and "racism against 

the Japanese Canadians". With classroom activities aimed at rejecting 

msnocausaiity in nisiorical theories, students can learn to reject facile and 

insufficient explanations of history, to accept that past events have multiple 

causes, and to avoid making excessively abstract generalizations about past 

events (p. 31 1). 

Ex~lorina the Concept of Presentism In Historical Writing 

In the last chapter, the issue of presentism in historical fiction was 

examined as it relates to historicai fiction in general and to the Japanese 

internment in particular. Craig (1989) refers to this problem in historical 

interpretation as "the distance which exists between the historian and the 

events that he describes" (p. 132). Narrative history in particular often interprets 

the past from a contemporary perspective, applying values and social mores 



from our own times in its interpretation of historical events. In popular forms of 

history, such as historical fiction for children, stories often portray the past as a 

mere backward extension of our own times, with characters who are essentially 

like us in their fundamental attitudes, motivations and priorities (p.133). 

Children who read this type of historical writing, without critical anatysis and 

meaningful teacher mediation, may come away with an erroneous, confused 

and distorted view of the past. 

In a recent study with high school students, Seixas (1 993) examined the 

way in which popular presentations of history, such as film, apply contemporary 

interpretive frames to hist~ry. Most imprtantiy, Seixas waated to find out how 

young people respond and judge history (for accuracy, authenticity and ethics) 

when it is presented in an emotionally engaging, modern film such as Dances 

with Wolves. Seixas suggests that film (and other popuiar forms of history) is 

successful in bringing the past to life, in having students imaginatively and 

empatheticalfy enter the past (p. 353) and relive "the motivation and meaning of 

past actors and actions" (p. 353). However, the results of his research indicate 

that popular forms of history may also create a problem in history teaching 

because of the way in which they impose "present-day, culturally contingent 

values, conventions and judgements" upon the people of the past, people 

whose cultural frameworks were quite different. Seixas noted that film versions 

of history which present the past with present-day conventions, values and 

beliefs, are more convincing and "realisticn to students than older films. 

Furthemisre, he sbspveb that, without teacher intervention, students are not 

criticat of hist-*cat fitns w t i i  pr-ni people and events from history as 

familiar and contemporary. Rather, students seem to accept uncritically the 

media's presmtat'ion of history, pariiwtariy when the past is presented in 



popular, technically dazzling and modem screen versions. 

The conclusions reached by Seixas, and other researchers who have 

studied historical narrative in popufar forms, indicate once again that there is a 

need for teacher mediation within the classroom in order to promote the critical 

analysis of contemporary portrayals of history. Seixas suggests that students 

be given the opportunity to move to a hermeneutic levet of analysis of popular 

portrayais of history (suck as iiim or fiction) since these popular versions may 

impose an anachronistic distortion upon the past (p. 366) Specific strategies 

are needed within the classroom in order for students to approach history with 

caution an6 to acknowidge that narrative history is, lo a large extent, a 

reflection of the social values and morals of the time at which it is written. These 

strategies might include having students read and compare both older and 

more recent fictional portrayals of the same period in history (as Seixas did with 

film in his study), and systematically analyzing all historical writing for signs of 

presentism in its portrayal of people and events. 

In a study of the Japanese internment, teachers can effectively illustrate 

the concept of presentism in historical interpretation by having their students 

view and compare two different films about this topic. The first film, Of Japanese 

Descent was produced during the time of the internment and distributed by the 

Canadian government to promote the value and importance of having 

Japanese Canadians "resettkd" in a "safe" and "healthy" environment. This 

author has observed in classroom studies, that students tend to regard this film 

as an out-dated promotion of racjst propaganda, especialty after reading 

historical fiction about the internment. However, what students should 

understand is that, wtrife we may look upon this film with skepticism from our 

madern perspective, fifty years ago, it was probably considered a realistic and 



accurate puflrtyai of Me in the iniernmeM camps. The seco~d film, Emmy 

Alien, is a more contemporary version of the same event and takes a different 

approach to the events. in this version, the internment of Japanese Canadians 

is portrayed as unjust treatment and a violation of constitutionzil rights. The 

emphasis throughout this film is on the absence of any evidence of Japanese 

spies threatening the security of U-te west coast during the war, and on the 

unnecessary human st ff& ;I rt, resulting frow ihe internment. In Hanson's 

unpublished study, students preferred the more modern film version of the 

internment (as had the students in Seixas' study), and needed encouragement 

and guidance in order to recognize the effects of presentism at work in the film. 

Once students acknowledge that presentism is a powerful force in our 

interpretation of events, they may be able to approach historical fiction about 

past events with a certain Wree  of emtion. Students will begin to understand, 

for example, that the b k s  a b u t  the Japanese internment written thirty to fifty 

years after the fact, wit! undoubtedly portray history from a modern, and 

somewhat revisionist position. Students need to approach the past with a 

"plenitude of the quality that we call empathy, which permits LJS to feel our way, if 

we are Imky and work hard enough at it, into the culture of the age that we set 

out to study and describe" (Craig, 1 989, p. 133). An awareness of presentism 

may, in f~c t ,  be a precursor to the development of researchers call historical 

empathy. 

Develo~ina Historical Em~athv 

One of the ways in which students can avoid present-mindedness in their 

approach to the past, Is to deveiop the ability to perceive historical events and 

issues as they were emenc=ed by pespte at the time (Reed, 1989). Teachers 

can assist chiidren in developing this kind of historical empathy by encouraging 



them to %el tkerr way into the culture of the age'' (p. 305) through creative - i4i- Ak&i e i - d  e& i - e  -;- - n e ~ n - a i  e------~ A- L Z -  
V I F Z L S ~  fy a b t i v r r ~ S  a i r c t -  ai tt r r s @ r  r r i  ry y a r  3 ~ 1  la I U ~ J W I  ~ S U S  iu t i~at~f i tx i  events, 

Writing diary entries or fetters from tha point of view of both good and bad 

characters in a historicat fictirrn novel will help children reatire that right and 

wrong are often based on pwsonaf perspectives rather than any absolute truth. 

Another suggestion made oy Reed is to have siudents explora the difficult 

decisions made by history makers throughout time by imagining (through 

creative writing itCfitrifies) how leaders and other important historical figures 

arrived at those decisions. 

Children need help in perceiving historical events in their proper context, 

rather than relying solely on the information provided by a particular historical 

fiction novel or story. Reed (1989) suggests that teachers help students 

understand the compiexrty of historical events by looking at current issues in 

newspapers and weekly news magazines. A class discussion can stimulate 

chitdren to think and talk abut current events as being only the "tips of 

icebergsn (p. 3Bj, aid to discover iiie i r n ~ ~ ~ r t c e  of obtaining background 

knowtedge about current issues in order to fully understand and evaluate them. 

In the same way, sttidents can extend their knowledge and gain a deeper 

understanding of a particufar historical event presented in literature by doing 

additional research and reading on the topic, using other historical fiction 

stories as well as non-fictionai hjstoricaJ resources. Once again, comparative 

reading, critical anawsis and reflection play a major role in helping children to 

understand and examine the context of historical events, and to judge the past 

from an informed, tfmgMu4 an3 empathetic manner. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF MATURE HtSTORiCAL UNDERSTANDtNO 

A mature understanding of history means acknowtedging that historical 



writmg can be subjective, moralistic and even erroneous. With criticat analysis 

of historical rwding materials and appropriate teacher mediation, students will 

postion in a far and unbiased manner. Children st7outd also understand that 

history ltsetf is tentative and uncertain business. As new discoveries about the 

world are made, history is continually being rewritten and reinterpr&ed. What is 

presented as historicat truth t&y, may seem foolish and outdated to fukrre 

historians. 

ft would seem important in the develqrrient of any mature historical 
unciersunding that learners see history as a human enterprise made up 
Q! j.%ep-&gjanFs p=v 33 and 3 3 \ 4 5 4 ~ ,  The =&kedce gf mgc&qe 
seems to encourage readers to recognize the human aspects of history 
and, witb some? mediation, to develop a better sense of its interpretive 
and tentative aspects. Perhaps most important, it may help students 
maintain a balance between the abstractions of history as an m-going 
participatory drama. (Levstik, 1990, p. 852) 

However, white students should, to some extent, b@ prepared to live with 

the equivocal and tentative nature of history, it is also important that, as they 

read history in narrative form, they learn to make educatest judgements about 

the past. T b  results of a study sf adchcefi moral development in the context 

of a Hefature based history curriculum (Bardige, 1988) indicates a need to 

attend to the moral and ethical dimensions of history. Bardip has stated that 

there is a tension between helping children to see muitiple perspectives, and 

leaving them unaMe to take any kind of stand on historical issues because all 

perspectives are percawed as equally god. Levstik (1990) agrees that history 

chikken's feetirigs of impotence and bad to their inability to take aceion against 

evil. Students shoufd be expcrsed to unbiased reading material and classroom 

instruction, but they also need to k i m  to judge histury based on informed 



v a b f r e e  appraach to histmy remains a qwtion of debate among researchers 

and eddciitofs. Craig (1 989) has stated that one of the principle functions d 

history shdd  be to promote humane values and that teachers Rave a moral 

obligation to set certain firnits on objecrrviiy when analyzing history: 

The search for historical buth sbu& be suffused with a ammitment to 
deeply heid humane values and a warm and instinctive sympathy for 
such qualities as fortitude, steadfastness, endurance, civic virtue, 
dedicatbn to the greater good, and service to hnnanity when they are 
embodied in historicai movements and personalities. (p. 136) 

Many teachers w u M  probably disagree with Craig's position. It might be 

argued, for example, that a universal, moral code from which to judge history 

simply does not exist bemuse of different cultural, retigiotts and politicat befiefs 

in the wortd. However, it seems reasonable to assume that as we help chifdren 

the importance of devebping their own moral sensitivities and personal set of 





the impact d narrative opi?tes regardless of' the amrrdcy of the 
historical content it carries. . . . children will hlieve bad history if the 
narrative is miiipltiq or . . . they wit! @ m e  gmd hi~twj # the narrafbw 
is insipid. This stroufd serve as a caution to those currently trying to 
"nanatize" the curriculum. (p. 1 5) 

Historical fiction may possibly shape a child's understanding of history. 

However, the depth and scope of that understanding are ultimately controlled 

by teaching methods and classroom environment. 

There is, without a dwbt, a place in the history curriculum for narrative, 

storytelling and children's historical novets. However, just as history taught 

exciusivety with traditional textbooks can be dry and uninteresting, teaching 

history to young ,pmp!e exc!lsive!y with historical fiction would deprive students 

of the opportunity to be historical inquirers (Levstik, 1 992) and of approaching 

the past actively, through a wiae range of both primary and secondary sources 

of information. A dynamic and sensible history cxriculurn, one which promotes 

critical thinking and perspective taking, must encompass a variety of teaching 

strategies and materiais. R e e d  (1989) suggests that a history pedagogy, which 

embraces various teaching methods and classroom activities, is crucial in 

promoting debate, critical thinking skiits and historical judgement in children. 

R e e d  also believes that this type of eclectic approach to history is more 

considerate of the multitude of strengths and interests among teachers, as well 

as the various learning styles of students (p. 31 8). 

Levstik (1992) states that there is an important difference between 

"ackmwledging the power of narrative to shape historical understanding" 



cautions put forth by LeWk and utters: the emotional appeal and impact of 

children's fiction must be tempered by a ciassrmm environmeni wnich 

systanaticaify promotes crWd inquiry and the careful analysis of historical 

m*dence through a wide variety of information sources. 
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